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1.) Comment noted.
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FEBRUARY 4, 2016

2.) Comment noted. Responses to detailed technical comments follow.
3.) In the Tier 2 Draft EA, Alternative 2A was described as having a 42foot-wide median set aside for future separate guideway transit
service, and auxiliary lanes if needed, resulting in a total typical
section width of 246 feet from edge of shoulder to edge of shoulder.
Alternative 2B was described as providing concrete barrier
separation between the opposing lanes of traffic, with the typical
section width decreasing to 206 feet with auxiliary lanes, if needed,
between interchanges. Contrary to many projects where the typical
section is the same for the entire project, the end-to-end Alternatives
2A/Preferred Alternative and 2B do not have a consistent typical
section along the length of the corridor. While Alternative 2B would
essentially eliminate much or most of the existing median in some
sections, in many locations it does not; therefore, it would not
necessarily have a smaller footprint and less impacts to aquatic and
other resources at a number of locations. There are some locations
where the median area is less with Alternative 2A and the Preferred
Alternative than with Alternative 2B or where the median area is the
same for Alternatives 2A, the Preferred Alternative and Alternative
2B. In many of these locations, express lane access ramps to
crossing roadways or to and from park-and-ride lots, which are
common to both Alternatives 2A/Preferred Alternative and
Alternative 2B, precludes the reduction or elimination of a median.
Express lane access points within the median to overpasses are
provided at University Boulevard, VA 234 Bypass, VA 28,
Stringfellow Road, Monument Drive, US 50, VA 123, Vaden Drive,
and I-495. Direct access to and from the express lanes to park-andride lots is provided from the Cushing Road/Route 234 lot and the
Balls Ford lot.
The Preferred Alternative is indeed a combination of Alternatives 2A
and 2B, for both reasons cited: choosing of less impactful sections
and refinements that have reduced impacts.
4.) Additional details justifying retention of a median in the Preferred
Alternative for future separate guideway transit have been discussed
with USACE. Among these details were:
•
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Physical configurations of the median for the alternatives. (See
response #3.)
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COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FEBRUARY 4, 2016
•

•

•

•
•
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The transportation purpose and need for future transit in the
median. The reservation of a median for high capacity transit
will ultimately provide additional mode choice and peoplemoving capacity for future generations and regional population
growth. The Tier 1 Final Environmental Impact Statement and
Tier 1 Record of Decision advanced multiple transportation
improvement concepts because the identified transportation
needs could not be met with a single stand-alone improvement
concept. Among the concepts was separate guideway transit in
the median of I-66. Each improvement concept would contribute
to meeting the purpose and need and could provide benefits as
stand-alone projects with independent utility. Tier 2 projects for
other capacity improvement concepts could contribute to
separate guideway transit by providing the necessary space for
such transit projects while not actually constructing them.
A record of previous decisions by local and regional agencies for
extending Metrorail, including planning initiatives. Fairfax
County and Prince William County have incorporated future
separate guideway transit along the I-66 corridor into their
Comprehensive Plans. In support of realizing the
Comprehensive Plan provisions, the local governments have
implemented other planning initiatives, such as designation of
development areas and approval of policies to facilitate transitoriented development along the I-66 corridor,
Local investments supporting transit in the corridor, including
proffers of land and construction of new parking spaces and bus
bays for planned Metrorail stations (Fairfax County Government
Center and Stringfellow Road);.
Expressions of local and regional support for transit in the
corridor during both the Tier 1 and Tier 2 studies.
Regional and federal actions supporting transit in the corridor,
such as the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority’s
(NVTA’s) TransAction 2040 Plan that includes a
recommendation for an Orange Line extension west from
Vienna to Centreville along the I-66 Corridor and legislation
introduced in Congress aimed at furthering Metrorail expansion
in Fairfax and Prince William Counties.
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•

•

A long-term transit subsidy that will require an annual set-aside
for 46 years for a total of over $1.5 billion that will be included as
part of the Agreement with the private entity (Contractor) who
develops the I-66 improvements.
Logistical and cost information related to the difficulty of
implementing future transit along the corridor if the median is not
reserved, including interchange design, access connections to
express lanes, and the cost of retrofitting to accommodate
changes for future transit (estimated at $1.1 billion).

5.) USACE subsequently agreed that “these factors support a
conclusion that it is not practicable not to reserve the median for
future transit if the I66 improvements are to meet the stated Purpose
and Need, which includes improving multimodal mobility and
providing diverse travel choices. See response to #4.
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COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
6.) Additional details addressing park-and-ride lots have been
discussed with USACE. Among these details were:
• Factors and considerations in identifying preferred park-and-ride
lot locations, such as areas served, proximity to I-66, direct
access to managed lanes, surrounding land use, input from the
public, streams, wetlands, parks, residential and commercial
development, and historic properties.
• Analysis of alternate park-and-ride lot locations.
• Examination of potential shifts, reconfigurations, and other
changes in conceptual layouts to avoid and minimize impacts to
streams and wetlands.
• Surface versus structured parking cost assessment.
7.) USACE subsequently indicated that further park-and-ride lot
alternatives analysis may be needed during the design phase if the
Developer submits a permit application with designs for the parkand-ride lots that impact wetlands or streams (see letter dated June
3, 2016 following the comment letter,) Further alternatives analysis
for the park-and-ride lots will be provided as needed. Additional
details addressing stormwater management have been discussed
with USACE. Among these details were:
• Clarification on how existing SWM facilities were categorized
during the delineation of waters of the United States (WOUS) in
the project corridor. SWM ponds receiving hydrology strictly
from stormwater runoff were determined to be nonjurisdictional
and were not flagged or surveyed. SWM ponds that form a
nexus between jurisdictional WOUS, including wetlands, were
determined to be jurisdictional and were flagged and/or
surveyed.
• Locations of existing SWM facilities, existing SWM facilities
proposed for retrofitting, and proposed new SWM facilities in
relation to wetlands and streams and the quantification of
potential impacts. Since an actual SWM design has not yet
been developed, the full extents of the parcels within which
conceptual SWM locations were depicted were used as the
footprints for estimating impacts. Using this method, stream
impacts within potential SWM areas were estimated at
approximately 975 linear feet; wetland impacts were estimated
at approximately 4.4 acres.
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COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FEBRUARY 4, 2016
•

Discussion of constraints in identifying suitable locations for
SWM facilities within the project corridor.
Available open space limitations within and immediately
adjacent to the existing right of way along the project
corridor.
o Surrounding project area is highly developed. The need to
acquire right of way from adjacent properties for the
placement of SWM ponds would be costly and result in
residential and commercial relocations.
o In many locations that are not developed, there are streams
and wetlands that would require avoidance unless an
alternatives analysis demonstrates that there is no
practicable alternative.
o Constraints imposed by existing roadway alignment and site
conditions. In particular, Cub Run, Big Rocky Run, and
tributaries of Bull Run all run alongside existing I‐66.
o The I-66 corridor is adjacent to numerous, parklands,
historic battlefield sites, floodplains, and County-designated
resource protection areas.
o Limitations on the construction of SWM facilities and/or
maintenance access. Initially, the concept plans identified
some of the potential SWM sites at the toe of slope of the
roadway embankments. However, along most of the project
corridor, less than 20 feet of space is available between the
edge of shoulder and right of way, and these areas are
frequently inaccessible to construction equipment because
of the height and slope of the existing embankment. As part
of the conceptual assessment, in depth analyses at each
SWM pond location was not completed and these sites were
excluded from consideration for purposes of the conceptual
layout.
Final design considerations related to SWM, which includes the
use of treatment credits from the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality (VDEQ).
Technical requirements to be imposed on the concessionaire
that will include language on reducing right of way and impacts.
o

•
•
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RESPONSE

8.) USACE subsequently indicated that further stormwater management
alternatives analysis may be needed during the design phase if the
Developer submits a permit application with designs for SWM
facilities that impact wetlands or streams (see letter dated June 3,
2015 following the comment letter). Further alternatives analysis for
the SWM facilities will be provided as needed. See responses to #3,
4, 5, 6, and 7 above.
9.) Meetings and teleconferences were held between VDOT, FHWA,
and USACE to discuss these and other issues in February, March,
April, and May 2016. Additionally, the prospective Developers met
with USACE in early June 2016 to ask permit related questions
regarding the project.
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COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FEBRUARY 4, 2016

10.) Comment noted.
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RESPONSE

11.) These sections are describing all of the potential locations where
park-and-ride lots were considered in the Haymarket area: two on
historic district land west of the I-66/US 15 interchange, one in the
northeast quadrant of the I-66/US 15 interchange within an area
zoned for business development, and one off of Antioch Road on
farmland within Prince William County’s Rural Area. All four sites
were dropped from consideration. A park-and-ride lot in Haymarket
is not included as part of the Preferred Alternative; however, VDOT
will continue to coordinate with the localities and other stakeholders
in a separate effort to ultimately find a suitable location in the
Haymarket area for implementation of a park-and-ride lot.
12.) The referenced section has been revised to clarify. The discussion
included in Section 3.3.5 pertains to an alternative suggested for
consideration by commenters on the Tier 2 Draft EA. The
commenters identified it as a “Transit / TDM / Land Use Alternative”
and characterized it as an alternative “…that incorporates more
efficient land use and development patterns, transportation demand
management (TDM) strategies, and high-capacity transit. The
discussion describes how regional and local entities, including the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) and
Fairfax and Prince William Counties, are already incorporating
transit-oriented development and alternative land uses in their
planning efforts and that these planning efforts are incorporated in
the analysis and development of alternatives for this study;
therefore, the Transit / TDM / Land Use Alternative suggested by
the commenters would not be a reasonable stand-alone alternative.
The discussion introduces the suggested alternative, provides
descriptions of MWCOG’s planning efforts, followed by examples of
the counties’ efforts, and then provides a conclusion based on the
preceding information.
13.) The indirect effects discussion has been revised, as has the Indirect
and Cumulative Effects Technical Memorandum.
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RESPONSE

14.) Appropriate opportunities for mitigation will continue to be explored
during project development.
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COMMENTS FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, JUNE 3, 2016

RESPONSE
This letter was submitted by USACE as a follow-up to the coordination
described in responses to comments in USACE’s 2/4/16 letter above.
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COMMENTS FROM US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016
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COMMENTS FROM US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
1.) Comment noted. Responses to detailed technical comments follow.
Since completion of the Tier 2 Draft EA and Tier 2 Revised EA,
additional efforts have been made to avoid and minimize impacts, as
reflected in the Preferred Alternative (reduction of right of way
impacts through use of retaining walls, other design variations, or
use of design exceptions or waivers and through relocations of
proposed park-and ride-lots and stormwater ponds). In addition, as
the project proceeds into the design phase, these efforts will
continue, along with coordination with project stakeholders through
the project website, design public hearings, and other outreach
efforts.
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COMMENTS FROM US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
2.) Alternatives
• The evaluation of alternatives at each of the interchanges within
the study corridor is described in the Alternatives Development
Technical Report. Discussion of alternatives for park-and-ride
lot locations is included in the Transit and Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) Technical Report and in a white
paper prepared to address this issue. See White Paper, Parkand-Ride Lot Alternatives Analysis on the project website.
• The Tier 2 Draft EA evaluated two alternatives, 2A and 2B, and
explained that Alternative 2A reserves space in the median for
future dedicated transit and Alternative 2B generally does not.
The Preferred Alternative would implement the Alternative 2A
typical section, which includes express lanes and a median
reserved for future transit. The project will implement a
combination of new or expanded corridor-focused transit
services in conjunction with the express lanes.
3.) Natural Resources
• A request for Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination and
wetland delineation confirmation was submitted on March 11,
2016 to USACE. USACE reviewed the delineation in the field
on April 20, 2016 and issued a Preliminary Jurisdictional
Determination on May 9, 2016. Additional information on
impacts to streams and wetlands and appropriate mitigation for
unavoidable impacts will be developed in consultation with
USACE and EPA during the permitting phase when actual
design information is available.
• LID designs may be incorporated where feasible in order to
reduce potential impacts in the corridor. However, the project
development is not yet at a design stage where LID features can
be meaningfully evaluated.
• Because the stormwater management design is not sufficiently
advanced, VDOT cannot at this time conclusively determine that
SWM facilities can be entirely located in uplands. However, all
practicable efforts will be made during the design process to
avoid and minimize encroachment of such facilities into waters
of the US.
• The SWM system for the project will be designed in accordance
with technical criteria in Part II C of the Virginia Stormwater
Management Program Permit Regulations.
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COMMENTS FROM US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
•

•
•
•
•
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The impacts stated in the NEPA analysis are based on
assumptions that result in conservative estimates of the impacts.
Those impacts do not reach a level that would be considered
significant in the context of NEPA based on the context and
intensity of the impacts. Since completion of the Tier 2 Draft EA
and Tier 2 Revised EA, additional efforts have been made to
avoid and minimize impacts, as reflected in the Preferred
Alternative (e.g., reduction of right of way impacts through use of
retaining walls, other design variations, or use of design
exceptions or waivers). A review of the parcels on which
proposed park-and ride-lots would be located and the WOUS
delineations on those parcels suggest that much of the WOUS
can be avoided and any remaining impacts minimized through
use of judicious configuration and design of the park-and-ride
infrastructure. The same is true of potential stormwater
management locations. Accordingly, avoidance and
minimization efforts will continue during the design phase.
Locations of bridges are identified on the conceptual plans.
Consideration will be given to natural bottom oversized culverts
to accommodate wildlife passage.
Buffers around streams and wetlands cannot be maintained or
replaced where the project construction footprint would displace
such buffers.
Temporary impacts will be taken into consideration in
ascertaining appropriate mitigation designs and or quantities
during the design and permitting stage.
Coordination with state and federal agencies regarding listed
species will continue as needed during further project
development.
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COMMENTS FROM US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
4.) Sufficient background has been provided to support the conclusion
in Section 4.18.5 that there are adverse cumulative impacts for all
resources largely due to past actions. Mitigation measures for the
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts for each resource are
contained in the direct impacts analysis. Additional details are
provided in the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Technical
Memorandum.
5.) Section 4.4.3 in the Tier 2 Final EA addresses climate change
impacts.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY PARK AUTHORITY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
A.) As shown on the conceptual design plans presented at the October
public meetings, these parks are not expected to be impacted by the
project. If during the design phase it is determined that the project
footprint may need to be expanded into these areas to
accommodate engineering and construction requirements, then
additional environmental studies would be completed at that time.
The numbered items on the following pages were discussed with
Fairfax County Park Authority (FCPA) staff at a meeting on April 20,
2016.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY PARK AUTHORITY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
1.) Comment noted. As the project progresses, VDOT will continue to
coordinate with FCPA regarding potential impacts to park and
recreation areas.
2.) Based on comments regarding the earthworks in the Fairfax County
Park Authority’s May 20, 2015 memorandum commenting on the
Tier 2 Draft EA (see Appendix D of the Tier 2 Revised EA),
additional investigation of the site (VDHR #44FX3767) was
undertaken by VDOT as part of supplemental archaeological survey
of the I-66 APE conducted between August and October of 2015.
The additional work showed that the general area of the site had
been badly disturbed and the earth berm had been broken in
multiple locations along its 525-foot length. Several modern
pushpiles were also noted in the vicinity. Systematic shovel testing
and systematic metal detecting resulted in no discovery of
archaeological artifacts at the site. VDOT recommended in a letter
to VDHR that, due to the diminished condition and setting of the site
and other considerations, the site is not eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places. VDHR concurred on December 2, 2015
that the earthworks site is not eligible for the National Register.
Notwithstanding, the conceptual plans for the Preferred Alternative
do not show any encroachment on the site.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY PARK AUTHORITY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
3.) This site is located north of Braddock Road just west of the Route
28/Braddock Road intersection. Near the site, only the Braddock
Road approach to the intersection will be reconstructed to tie into
proposed improvements. Accordingly, the site is not expected to be
impacted by the project.
4.) Figure 4-35 shows existing and proposed right of way for the
Preferred Alternative. The referenced new access road would be on
Park property and would not become VDOT right of way. FCPA
concurred on 12/29/15 that the change in access meets the criteria
for a Section 4(f) exception and, based in part on that concurrence,
FHWA determined that the construction of the new park access road
is a Section 4(f) exception pursuant to 23 CFR 774.13(g).
5.) Comment noted. FCPA’s concurrence is included in Attachment 1
of Appendix A Section 4(f) Documentation.
6.) The pedestrian and bicycle enhancements proposed as part of the
Preferred Alternative include a combination of a parallel trail facility
and pedestrian/bicycle improvements to other roads adjacent to the
project or that cross over the project. Locations of proposed shareduse paths and sidewalks in the project area are shown on the
Preferred Alternative concept plans that were presented at the
October 2015 public information meetings. The pedestrian and
bicycle facilities included in the project were developed in concert
with local officials and with input from pedestrian and bicycle
advocates and the general public. Coordination with FCPA will
continue during the design phase regarding trails in the vicinity of
FCPA properties.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY PARK AUTHORITY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016
7.)

The term insubstantial was used in a manner to describe the
context of the impacts based on the size of the project (25 miles)
and the nature of the affected resources (generally dozens of small
isolated patches of trees within or adjacent to the I-66 right of way).
The area surrounding the project is highly developed and continues
to be developed, and the habitat is already considerably
fragmented. Cumulative impacts to habitat and wildlife are
discussed in Section 4.18.4.6.

8.)

As the design progresses, efforts will continue to be made to
reduce potential impacts to these and other environmental
resources.

9.)

Coordination with FCPA and FCDOT will continue throughout the
preliminary engineering, design, and construction phases of the
project.

10.) Comment noted.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016
1.) Comment noted.
2.) Comment noted.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

3.) As noted in the comment, since completion of the Tier 2 Draft EA
and Tier 2 Revised EA, efforts have been made to avoid and
minimize impacts, as reflected in the Preferred Alternative (e.g.,
reduction of right of way impacts through use of retaining walls,
other design variations, or use of design exceptions or waivers). As
the project proceeds into the design phase, these efforts will
continue.
4.) Comment noted; however, in order to reduce cost and expedite the
completion of Phase I by 2021, existing infrastructure is being
utilized at these two locations in Phase 1 (and there are also several
deviations from the typical section along the mainline as part of
Phase 1, such as terminating the express lanes at University
Boulevard and transitioning to an HOV lane in each direction for the
westernmost three miles of the project corridor, as noted in the
description of the Preferred Alternative in Section 3.4.3 of the Tier 2
Revised EA). At such a time that dedicated transit in the median is
advanced, the Monument Drive and Stringfellow Road ramps and
bridges would be reconstructed. Design refinements can be made
during the design stage to minimize effects on the County’s public
safety facility.
5.) Comment noted.
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6.) Comment noted.

7.) The bike and pedestrian facilities on the crossings are being
connected to existing bike/pedestrian networks or sidewalks on
either side of I-66.
8.) Those segments of the trail that are marked on the conceptual plans
as “Proposed Shared Use Path” would be completed as part of the
project. Those that are labeled “Potential Shared Use Path (By
Others)” would be built by others based on coordination with the
local governments.
9.) The traffic analysis area included I-66, its parallel arterial routes US
50 and US 29, and several key routes serving north-south travel
including US 15, VA 234, VA 28, VA 286, VA 123, and I-495. It was
assumed that the influence area along the I-66 corridor includes
interchanges upstream and downstream of the study area, as well
as adjacent interchanges on crossing arterials and roadways. As
noted in the comment, the Traffic Operations and Local Network
Operations elements of the TMP will focus on managing and
operating I-66 during construction to avoid or reduce situations that
constrict vehicle movement and mitigating the effects on the arterial
roadway network proximate to construction in the corridor.
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RESPONSE
10.) VDOT will continue to work with the County and community to
address the noted issues during the design and construction
phases.
11.) The technical, operational, and commercial aspects of I-66 Outside
and Inside the Beltway projects, as well as the existing I-495
Express Lanes, are being coordinated.
12.) Detailed operational analysis was not performed for a scenario
where tolls were applied to just peak direction of the peak period to
compare the results of the latest version of the IJR. However, a
scenario where no tolls are applied in the off-peak direction of I-66
inside the Beltway would not be expected to significantly change
travel patterns inside the Beltway and on the parallel arterial
system.
13.) As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, through ongoing
coordination with the community, design concepts at interchanges
continue to be refined to minimize the project footprint and reduce
the height of ramps. The actual heights of proposed flyovers will be
determined during the design phase.
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RESPONSE
14.) Comment noted. As the project moves into the design phase,
coordination will continue with FCDOT and other project
stakeholders through the project website, design public hearings,
and other outreach efforts.
15.) The listed items have been addressed as appropriate in the Tier 2
Revised EA. Final answers on some of these issues (e.g., the
actual height of noise barriers to be provided and actual designs for
stormwater management facilities) cannot be determined until the
design phase. Accordingly, they will continue to be addressed as
necessary during the design phase. Environmental Quality
Corridor designations by Fairfax County are used as tools to guide
local policy and development decisions with respect to stream
corridors. The corridor designations have no bearing on state or
federal actions and decisions. Resource protection areas are areas
along streams designated by Fairfax County’s Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Ordinance pursuant to Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act. Public roads are exempt from the ordinance
provided they are constructed in accordance with the Virginia
Erosion and Sediment Control Law and the Virginia Stormwater
Management Act. The project would be so constructed.
Notwithstanding the non-applicability of Environmental Quality
Corridors and Resource Protection Areas to the project, the
resources underlying both designations (streams, wetland, and
floodplains) are all addressed in the Tier 2 Revised EA.
16.) The I-66 Corridor Improvements Project will indeed be privately
financed under a partnership between VDOT and the private sector
(“Concessionaire”) under the Public-Private Transportation Act
(PPTA). The Commonwealth has incorporated dedicated transit
funding in the Draft Comprehensive Agreement as a major
business term that states that the Concessionaire will be
responsible for funding transit services according to a defined 46year payment schedule. These dedicated transit funds provided by
the Concessionaire would be used for capital and operating
expenses associated with new transit services planned by the
Commonwealth. Short- and mid-term transit investments need to
be made to accommodate the regional growth and demand for the
I-66 corridor and will be implemented through these dedicated
transit funds.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016
17.) Comment noted.

18.) See response to #4 regarding Monument Drive and Stringfellow
Road ramps. It is recognized that Fairfax County has made
investments and planning decisions to facilitate future Metrorail
stations. As shown on the conceptual plans for Phase 1 and the
Preferred Alternative, provisions have been made for future
separate-guideway transit within the I-66 median and such transit
would not be precluded or prohibitively infeasible from a design
perspective in the future. The phasing is predicated on the
estimated availability of funding compared to costs of project
implementation.
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1.) VDOT will continue to coordinate with Fairfax County and applicable
local, regional, state, and federal agencies throughout the design
phase in order to develop a suitable stormwater management
system.
2.) Comment noted.
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COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016
3.) Comment noted.

4.) The general objectives of the Virginia Stormwater Management
Program (VSMP) pursuant to the Virginia Stormwater Management
Act are to maintain, protect, or improve water quality in waters
receiving stormwater runoff. Control measures implemented under
the Program are to be employed in a manner that minimizes impacts
on receiving state waters. Land disturbing activities in Virginia must
be conducted under an approved VSMP permit and are subject to a
number of technical criteria, which include a number of stormwater
discharge quantity and quality requirements. Additional
requirements apply to discharges to waters for which a total
maximum daily load (TMDL) has been established by the US
Environmental Protection Agency. The characterization of the water
quality effects as “minor” is based on the state and federal criteria for
quantity and quality of stormwater discharges. Stormwater
discharges can only be permitted if the criteria are satisfied.
Because the criteria have been established to maintain and improve
water quality in receiving waters, it is reasonable to assume that the
acquisition of a permit from the cognizant regulatory agency reflects
a reasonable assurance that potential impacts would not be
significant.
5.) Stream (and wetland) impacts resulting from the park-and-ride lots
were not fully included in the values presented in the Tier 2 Draft EA.
As indicated in footnote *** in Table 4-2 of the Tier 2 Revised EA,
wetland and stream delineation for park-and-ride lots included in the
Preferred Alternative was completed subsequent to the completion
of the Tier 2 Draft EA.
6.) Notwithstanding the non-applicability of Fairfax County-designated
Resource Protection Areas (RPAs), the resources (streams,
wetlands, and floodplains) underlying the RPA designations have
been addressed. Therefore, the environmental sensitivity of these
areas has been adequately recognized. VDOT further recognizes
the need to continue striving to minimize impacts to these resources
during design development.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016
7.)

Given the context of the I-66 corridor, a multilane interstate
highway facility with dense urban/suburban development on both
sides, a more detailed elaboration of tree cover is not necessary for
the decision to be made. Moreover, visual impacts are subjective
and a meaningful count of residences that might experience
adverse visual impacts over and above what they already
experience would be difficult.

8.)

Development of potential landscaping will be done during the
design phase.

9.)

The results of the Final Design Noise Analysis and recommended
locations/heights of noise barriers will be available for review and
comment at the design public hearings.

10.) The referenced additional information has now been added.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS FROM FAIRFAX COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

11.) The data presented for both watersheds is from the National Land
Cover Dataset. The dataset reflects Landsat satellite data at a
spatial resolution of 30 meters.
12.) Comment noted.
13.) Text revised accordingly.
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Responses are located
in the pages following
the original comment
sheets.
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Responses are located
in the pages following
the original comment
sheets.
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Responses are located
in the pages following
the original comment
sheets.
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Responses are located
in the pages following
the original comment
sheets.
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1.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Table of Contents

viii

2.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 2.4

Page 2-4

3.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 2.4
Figure 2-10, 2-11
Figure 2-12, 2-13

Page 2-14 to
Page 2-16

No.

Fairfax County DOT Review Comment

Response

Please include a list of Supporting Technical Memoranda and
Reports. Please also confirm that these documents will be revised
accordingly based on Tier 2 Revised EA.

A list of supporting technical documents has been added to the
Table of Contents along with an indication of whether they
were updated (updates to the supporting documents were
made only if there was substantive new information to add).

Please make the line spacing on Page 2-4 consistent with other
pages of the document.

The line spacing was purposely altered to keep Table 2-1 from
flowing to the next page and has not been adjusted. The slight
difference in line spacing does not alter the content of the text.

Please confirm that the 2040 No-Build demand and the throughput
volumes are based on the assumption of I-66 being tolled in both the
peak and the non-peak direction inside the Beltway during the AM
and PM peak periods.

For purposes of this study, the 2040 No-Build demand and the
throughput volumes are based on the assumption of I-66 being
tolled in both the peak and non-peak directions Inside the
Beltway during the AM and PM peak periods. This is based on
the original assumption for the Inside the Beltway project.
The reason for the discrepancy in demand, throughput, and
travel times shown in Figures 2-10 through 2-13 when
comparing the 2040 No-Build Figures submitted in May 2015 is
due to tolling Inside the Beltway.

Please also confirm that this is the reason for the discrepancy with
the corresponding figures included in the Tier 2 Draft EA which
assumed I-66 not being tolled for any direction during the peak
periods.
Please also confirm that this is the reason for discrepancy in the
travel time for 2040 No Build conditions between the Tier 2 Revised
EA and the Tier 2 Draft EA.
4.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.3.3

Page 3-6

In the first sentence of the second paragraph, please reference "PM
peak period" as well.

5.

The analysis utilized AM peak period operations using 2040
No-Build forecast trip tables. It is not uncommon to use one
peak period for initial access screening purposes. It was
assumed that the PM peak period would have the reverse
origin/destination as the AM peak period.
No comment in this row.

6.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Figure 3-8

7.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.2.8

Page 3-17

Page 3-20

In Figure 3-8, please show "Monument" Park-and-Ride Facility as a
new, not existing facility. The existing parking lot located north of
Monument and south of I-66 is a county owned facility that is leased
to the shopping center for parking and is not currently used as a
Park-and-Ride Facility.

Revised figure showing Monument as a “New” park-and-ride
has been included in the Tier 2 Revised EA.

Please include the Average Volume Throughput and Unserved
The 2040 throughput and unserved demand figures for the two
Demand volume for each alternatives that correspond to Figure 2-10 alternatives are included in the Transportation Technical
and Figure 2-11 for the 2040 Build 2A and 2B conditions.
Report. Reference to that document for additional details and
results of the operational analysis is included in the Tier 2 Final
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EA.

8.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3

Page 3-23

In the first bulleted item, please revise the sentence as follows: "Two Sentence has been revised to say “dedicated transit” to be
express lanes and three general purpose lanes in each direction of I- consistent with remainder of the document.
66, and a median for future dedicated guideway transit."

9.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3

Page 3-24

Please clarify that there is currently no mechanism defined as to
how, when, and by whom the Preferred Alternative will be
implemented, since this is not part of the current Phase 1
construction scheduled to be initiated in 2017.

10.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3.1

Page 3-24

In the first sentence of Chapter 3.4.3.1, please revise the sentence Revised.
as follows: The Preferred Alternative would implement the Alternative
2A typical section, which includes express lanes and a median
reserved for future fixed guideway transit.
Also, please confirm in the last sentence of the paragraph that the
HOV-2 to HOV-3 conversion be undertaken when the I-66 OTB
opens in 2021 and not in 2020.

The Phase 1 construction would encompass a large portion of
the Preferred Alternative. A design-builder/concessionaire will
be procured to implement Phase 1 of the project.

The conversion from HOV-2 to HOV-3 is expected to occur
when I-66 outside the beltway opens, currently anticipated in
2020, consistent with the region’s long-range transportation
plan.

11.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3.2

Page 3-28

The definition outlined for Phase 1 and Preferred Alternative may
need to be revised at the interchange with I-66 at Stringfellow Road
and at the interchange with I-66 at Monument Drive, if the potential
enhancements will be considered at these locations as part of the
Phase 1 alternative.

The Phase 1 and Preferred Alternative design concept at these
two intersections have been revised to mitigate operational
issues. The RFP Conceptual Plans have been updated to
reflect those changes. The operational analysis of the
interchange with I-66 at Stringfellow Road showed no
operational issues for bus routes. In the latest design, buses
from the WB express lanes off-ramp are allowed to access the
Please also note that the adoption of the Phase 1 alternative at the
new park-and-lot lot as a through movement, rather than
interchanges with I-66 at Stringfellow Road would create operational
having to make a turn. Although the ramp terminal intersection
issues for bus routes utilizing the Stringfellow Road Park & Ride
will be located close to the existing HOV ramp signal (which
through the addition of another traffic signal controlling westbound Iwill serve as an express lanes on-ramp only), this proposed
66 Express Lane ramp traffic entering Stringfellow Road that would
new signalized intersection will operate as a coordinated
be in close proximity to the existing HOV ramp signal located under
signal, allowing progression between the two intersections.
the I-66 overpass. Traffic operations will need to be carefully
examined to minimize the disruption to the traffic flow under this
scenario.

12.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Figure 3-14

Page 3-32

In Figure 3-14, please revise "Fairfax Center" Park-and-Ride Facility The term Fairfax Center was used as a reference to the
to read "Fairfax Government Center" Park-and-Ride Facility.
general location of the area to be consistent with MWCOG
Activity Centers rather than the specific site. This terminology
was advised by Fairfax County leadership and has been used
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Response
in many different reports and official project documents.
Therefore, the “Fairfax Center” terminology has been retained.

13.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3.6

Page 3-34

In the last sentence of first paragraph in section 3.4.3.6, the regional The suggested level of detail is not needed for purposes of the
Tier 2 Revised EA or the NEPA decision.
trail should be part of the Project fulfilling a key element of the
multimodal character of the facility. The construction costs of the
regional trail, including on-street sections (signage, striping, etc.) for
the trail segments outside the I-66 project right-of-way should also be
included in the total Project costs.

14.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Table 3-3

Page 3-37

Please specify that the volumes summarized in Table 3-3 for the
future conditions are demand volume based on the assumption that
I-66 will be tolled in both the peak and the non-peak direction inside
the Beltway during the AM and PM peak periods. Also, please further
specify that for the alternative 2A, 2B, and Preferred option, the
volume would be including the General Purpose Lane and the
Express Lane demand forecast volume.
In regards to Transform I-66 ITB, the latest decision made in
December 2015 is to apply tolls to just the peak direction during the
AM and PM peak period conditions. Since the latest version of the
revised Tier 2 EA assumed tolling in both directions for all the future
scenarios, please provide some supporting information indicating
that the analysis results for the I-66 outside the Beltway would not
change significantly even if the tolling assumption changes for the I66 inside the Beltway.

15.

16.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3.10

Tier 2 Revised EA
Chapter 3.4.3.10

Page 3-37

Page 3-37

Please include the Average Volume Throughput and Unserved
demand volume for each alternatives that corresponds to Figure 210 and Figure 2-11 for the 2040 Preferred conditions.

Please include the traffic operational results for the 2025 Phase 1
and the Preferred Alternatives when compared to that of the 2025
and 2040 No Build conditions. The I-66 project needs to also
consider implementing critical mitigation measures to the
intersections and arterials where the traffic operations are anticipated
to be degraded due to this project. It is also recommended that the
final Record of Decision contain a commitment that VDOT will
develop a program to implement the specific mitigation measure that
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

Yes, operational analysis on the 2040 No-Build and Preferred
Alternatives were performed based on the assumption that I-66
will be tolled in both the peak and the non-peak direction inside
the Beltway during the AM and PM peak periods. The volume
in Table 3-3 includes both general purpose lanes and express
lanes forecast demand.
Detailed operational analysis was not performed for a scenario
where tolls were applied to just peak direction of the peak
period to compare the results of the latest version of
IJR. However, a scenario where no tolls are applied in the offpeak direction of I-66 ITB would not be expected to
significantly change travel patterns inside the Beltway and on
the parallel arterial system.

The 2040 throughput and unserved demand figures for the
Preferred Alternative are included in the Transportation
Technical Report. Reference to that document for additional
details and results of the operational analysis is included in the
Tier 2 Final EA.
Traffic operational results comparison between No-Build and
Build for both Phase 1 and 2040 are provided in the IJR
document in great details.
Intersection mitigation measures are identified in the TTR and
IJR. An intersection mitigation technical memorandum has
also been developed and will be submitted separately.
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are identified.
17.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Figure 3-10
Figure 3-11

Page 3-41

Please clarify that the person-trips information is derived from the
travel demand model indicating the demand volume and not
necessarily the throughput volume. Please include information as to
how many person trips will consist of HOV, HOT, and transit trips.

The person trips in these two figures are based on postprocessed volumes that account for known capacity
constraints along the corridor. It’s a refined version of demand
derived from the travel demand model and a much better
indicator. The breakdown of these persons-moved by modes
(Metrorail, bus, HOV/Express Lanes, general purpose lanes)
are provided in these graphics.

18.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Table 4-2
Table 4-16
Table 4-18

Page 4-5
Page 4-76
Page 4-77

Please clarify the reason why some of the values for the Build
Alternative 2A and 2B have changed from the values included in the
corresponding table of the Tier 2 Draft EA.

Wetland and stream impacts resulting from the park-and-ride
lots were not included in the values presented in the Tier 2
Draft EA. As indicated in the third note in Table 4-2, wetland
and stream delineation for park-and-ride lots was completed
subsequent to the completion of the Tier 2 Draft EA for the lots
that were associated with the Preferred Alternative at that time.

19.

Tier 2 Revised EA

Page 4-9

Please revised the following the third sentence in the second
Sentences revised accordingly.
paragraph as follows:
"The County has conducted a Countywide Transit Network Study
(Fairfax County, 2015) which identifies a High Quality Transit
Network, including I-66. The network also includes light rail transit
and bus rapid transit on VA 28, which would connect I-66 with Dulles
International Airport and Loudoun County."

20.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Table 4-25

Page 4-108

Page 4-109
21.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to
Comment #27

In Table 4-25, for VA 286 HOV project, the document states in the
project status that "Widen and upgrade to six and eight lanes
between VA 267 and I-66" is under construction. However, the
project status should be Under Study.
Also, on page 4-109 for the same table, please correct the spelling
for "Dunn Loring" in the sixth row of the table.

Both edits incorporated.

The original comment notes that there will be substantial loss of trees As stated previously, landscaping will be developed during the
and other vegetation, and recommends that VDOT commit to a
design phase.
landscaping and reforestation program. The response comment
indicates that "planning and design for landscaping would be
conducted during the design phase. The above response does not
adequately address the recommendation that VDOT commit to a
landscaping and reforestation program. Therefore, it is
recommended that the final ROD contain an environmental
commitment from VDOT to develop a landscaping and reforestation
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program to mitigate the loss of trees and vegetative cover, including
that vegetation currently within VDOT Right-of-Way.
22.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to
Comment #63

Review of revised Transit/TDM Technical report does not show any
revisions to the fifth bullet to reflect the previous comment. Please
clarify.

This will be adjusted in the Final Transit/TDM Technical
Report.

23.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to
Comment #66

Review of revised Transit/TDM Technical report does not show any
revisions to Figure ES-3 to reflect the previous comment. Please
clarify.

The existing service from Stone Road to the Vienna Metro is
not included on Figure ES-3 because this figure only shows
existing routes that are proposed to be enhanced by the
proposed I-66 transit service. Chapter 2 of the Transit/TDM
Technical report maps existing routes in the corridor.

24.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to
Comment #71

All the tables in the revised Section One are incorrectly labelled with
a 2.x designation (i.e. 2.1, 2.2, etc.) these should be labelled 1.x, et
al. Please clarify.

This will be adjusted in the Final Transit/TDM Technical
Report.

25.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to
Comment #74

Review of revised Transit/TDM Technical report does not show any
revisions to the pie chart label on Figure 2.13 to reflect the previous
comment. Please clarify.

This will be adjusted in the Final Transit/TDM Technical
Report. It Is correct that the label should read “US 15 to Route
234 Bypass”

26.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to Review of revised Transit/TDM Technical report does not show any
Comment #101 revisions to Figure 5.1 in response to this comment. Please clarify.

The Pentagon was not added as a destination to Figure 5.1
because the draft (May 2015) service did not include routes to
the Pentagon. The preferred transit service (current) includes
the Pentagon as a destination, as shown in Figure 7.1

27.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to Please clarify where the text has been revised in the revised TTR
The person-trip moved figures along with the methodology and
calculation
assumptions have been added to the revised TTR report.
related
to
the
assumptions
and
the
process
of
person-trip
Comment #128
for each alternative.

28.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to Please clarify where the text has been revised in the revised TTR.
Comment #129

29.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to In regards to Transform I-66 ITB, the latest decision made in
See #14.
December
2015
was
to
apply
tolls
to
just
peak
direction
during
the
Comment #151
AM and PM peak period conditions. Since the latest version of the
revised Tier 2 EA assumed tolling in both directions for all the future
scenarios, please provide some supporting information indicating
that the analysis results for the I-66 outside the Beltway would not
change significantly even if the tolling assumption changes for the I-

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

The Route 28 interchange design has been modified from the
Build 2A and 2B configurations previously proposed and the
operational analysis is showing improvement. The latest
analysis results for Phase 1 and Preferred Alternative for
Route 28 are provided in the TTR and IJR.
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66 inside the Beltway.
30.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Response to Please clarify where the text has been revised in the revised TTR.
Comment #152

31.

Tier 2 Revised EA
Appendix D

Responses to
Comments
#177, #178,
#179, #180, and
#181

The current TTR and IJR updates are focused on Phase 1 and
the Preferred Alternative. No changes will be made to the Build
2A and 2B write-up at this time.

The original comment notes that there are several stormwater
As previously stated, detailed stormwater system design as we
as landscaping will be developed during the design phase.
management facility locations identified north of I-66 and west of
Stringfellow Road. The comment notes that these pond(s) will have
impacts to tree cover, streams, viewsheds, etc., and recommends
that measures such as wetland designs, planting of native species
with high habitat value, and innovative SWM designs, be
incorporated into the design to minimize and/or mitigate the
impacts of these SWM facilities. The response indicated that the
final design will look for ways to further reduce impacts, where
possible. Innovative solutions to the treatment of stormwater will be
encouraged where reasonable and feasible.
The above response does not adequately address the
recommendation that VDOT commit to a landscaping, reforestation,
and stream impact minimization program. It is recommend that the
final ROD contain an environmental commitment that VDOT will
develop a landscaping, reforestation, and stream impact
minimization program in order to mitigate the impacts associated
with the construction of stormwater management facilities.

32

General Design

The County continues to be interested in reducing the right-ofway impacts and encourages additional efforts to minimize
residential relocations. The County also requests that possible
right-of-way reductions be considered at all crossings, as is
being done with the phased reconstruction for the Cedar Lane
crossing, and that reasonable design waivers be considered. As
the next project phase considers alternative designs, the County
requests continued efforts to reduce the footprints and right-ofway impacts. The project team should also encourage
reconsiderations of design or Alternative Technical Concepts
(ATCs) that would reduce the right-of-way impacts even further.
The Preferred Alternative should be considered the maximum
footprint (both horizontally and vertically).

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

As stated previously, VDOT will continue during the design
phase to try to reduce project impacts.
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General Design

34

Monument Drive
Design

35
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At the Monument Drive and Stringfellow Road crossings,
although a significant up-front cost savings can be achieved by
using the existing structures and their HOV ramp connections
until such time as a Metrorail extension is implemented;
however, the County requests that VDOT consider the potential
enhancements at these locations which would accommodate an
extension of Metrorail service as part of the Phase 1 alternative
project.
Monument Drive should be redesigned to eliminate the
encroachment on the County's property where the Public Safety
Building is currently under construction.

Comment noted.

General Design

The County requests that the additional right-of-way needed, if
any, for these ramp relocations and bridge relocations be
acquired as part of this project, so as to not preclude the future
extension of Metrorail through these locations or make these
ramp relocations cost prohibitive in the future.

Comment noted.

36

General Design

37

General Design

The County continues to encourage the consideration of the
Comment noted.
following future projects included on Fairfax County's
Comprehensive Plan in the design process:
• HOV lanes and future transit along Route 28 north of I-66
• HOV lanes along the Fairfax County Parkway
• Additional southbound lane along Beltway from Route 7
in Tysons to I-66
It is recommended that enhancements at the crossings be
The Typical Sections for Route 28 Southbound and Route 50
connected with the existing bike/pedestrian networks adjacent to Eastbound have been revised to show the shared use path.
the crossings and at the next intersection. Also, the typical
section for Sully Road (Route 28) southbound over I-66 and U.S.
Route 50 eastbound over I-66 should accommodate a shared
use path.

The County requests that the construction costs of the regional
trail, including on-street sections (signage, striping, etc.) for the
38
trail segments outside the I-66 project right-of-way be included
in the total project costs in addition to those segments within the
I-66 project right-of-way.
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
General Design

Note that the current plans are conceptual plans; final design
efforts will include looking closely at the referenced location to
minimize impacts.

Request noted.
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General Design
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Some flyover and interchange ramps in the Recommended
Design Concept (Preferred Alternative) along the project have
been designed with high elevations to allow for adequate
clearances and connections between travel lanes. While an
effort has been made to reduce the heights of the elevated
ramps, the project team should encourage reconsiderations of
design or ATCs that would reduce the heights even further.
Alternative concepts to the high elevation ramps should be
evaluated and considered for minimizing noise, visual and rightof-way impacts upon nearby residential communities.
The cost of construction has been used as a discriminator for
reducing the design of the Monument Drive flyover for the
express lanes, the Stringfellow Drive flyover for the express
lanes, the continuation of the wider median to the west of Route
28. As mentioned, the County prefers that the potential
enhancements be considered at these locations which would
accommodate an extension of Metrorail service as part of the
Phase 1 alternative project. At a minimum, it is recommended
that a refinement of these limitations in the design elements be
conducted to include the completion of the critical flyover and
the widened extension of the project west of Route 28, so that
the future extension of Metrorail and connections to the three
planned rail stations in the County are not precluded or are
prohibitively infeasible from a design or funding perspective in
the future.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

Response
Comment noted.

Comment noted.

G-47

COMMENTS FROM, NORTHERN VIRGINIA SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT,
FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
1.) Comment noted.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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COMMENTS FROM NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION ALLIANCE,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

RESPONSE

G-49

COMMENTS FROM NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION ALLIANCE,
FEBRUARY 4, 2016

RESPONSE
1.) The preferred transit service plan consists of a combination of
existing local and new or expanded corridor-focused transit services.
These services will accommodate weekday peak period demand
traveling along the I-66 corridor for at least a portion of the route.
Commuter bus service will be expanded to provide one-seat rides on
routes serving major activity centers such as Washington, DC,
Arlington, Merrifield, Tysons, Fair Lakes, Westfields, Reston, and
Herndon. Commuter services would operate primarily in the peak
commuting direction during peak commute periods and in the
Express Lanes where possible.
The Preferred Alternative reserves space in the median for future
dedicated transit.
Comment noted regarding VRE.
2.) Comment noted.
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COMMENTS FROM SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER,
COALITION FOR SMARTER GROWTH, PIEDMONT ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, AND
VIRGINIA CHAPTER OF THE SIERRA CLUB, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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COMMENTS FROM SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER,
COALITION FOR SMARTER GROWTH, PIEDMONT ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, AND
VIRGINIA CHAPTER OF THE SIERRA CLUB, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE

1.) The response to similar comments by these organizations on the
Tier 2 Draft EA is reiterated (see Appendix F of the Tier 2 Revised
EA). To summarize, an Environmental Impact Statement already
was prepared in Tier 1, a Tier 2 Environmental Impact Statement is
not warranted, and an adequate array of alternatives has been
considered.
2.) Additional information has been added to the referenced section to
address the “composite” alternative.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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COMMENTS FROM SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER,
COALITION FOR SMARTER GROWTH, PIEDMONT ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, AND
VIRGINIA CHAPTER OF THE SIERRA CLUB, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
3.) In the Tier 1 FEIS, the Improve Spot Locations/Chokepoints
improvement concept was one of four non-capacity improvement
concepts that were determined to not be appropriate and reasonable
stand-alone alternatives due to the limited extent to which they
would address the purpose and need of improving multimodal
mobility along the corridor. All Tier 1 analyses and determinations
were approved in the subsequent signed ROD, which advanced ten
improvement concepts to Tier 2. The Tier 1 documentation was
clear that the fact that ten improvement concepts were advanced
does not mean that projects associated with each improvement
concept would be implemented concurrently, or that any single
concept alone would meet the identified transportation needs.
Rather, it noted that each concept contributes to meeting the
purpose and need and would provide transportation benefits. This
decision was based on comprehensive analyses of a wide range of
alternatives, as well as input from stakeholders and the public. The
Tier 2 Revised EA addresses a set of transportation improvements
derived from the Tier 1 improvement concepts, comprised of a
combination of concepts advanced by the Tier 1 ROD – and
specifically includes the Improve Spot Locations/Chokepoints
concept. NEPA imposes no obligation to study an alternative to a
degree beyond the point at which it is clear that such alternative is
not reasonable in light of the defined purpose and need.
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COMMENTS FROM SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER,
COALITION FOR SMARTER GROWTH, PIEDMONT ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, AND
VIRGINIA CHAPTER OF THE SIERRA CLUB, FEBRUARY 9, 2016

RESPONSE
4.) On March 23, 2015, DEQ provided VDOT written documentation
grandfathering the I-66 project (UPC 10500 - from Route 15 to the I495 Beltway) in accordance with Section 48.1 under the Part IIC
technical criteria of the VSMP regulations (9VAC25-870-48.B.1).
This section of the regulations allows for the grandfathering of
projects that have had an obligation of locality, state or federal
funding in whole or in part, prior to July 1, 2012. VDOT worked
closely with DEQ to review the project’s historical schedule as it
relates to an obligation of funds. VDOT provided DEQ with historical
records connecting the current project to environmental documents
dating back to May 2000. VDOT verified the original UPCs (54911 &
105239) for the project are connected to the current UPC
105500. VDOT also demonstrated to DEQ’s satisfaction that the
project had federal funding authorized in place by the above date
mentioned. Section 3.4.3.8 of the Tier 2 Revised EA has been
updated to include this additional clarification.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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COMMENTS FROM SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER,
COALITION FOR SMARTER GROWTH, PIEDMONT ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, AND
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5.) Compliance with Clean Water Act Requirements:
DEQ is responsible for issuing individual and general permits that
control stormwater discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s) and construction activities. DEQ administers these
programs through the Virginia Stormwater Management Program
(VSMP) Regulations. Discharges from small MS4s, including
VDOT’s MS4, are regulated under the General Permit for the
Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer Systems (9VAC25-890-40) in compliance with VSMP
Regulations and the Clean Water Act. Small MS4 programs must
be designed and implemented to control the discharge of pollutants
from their storm sewer systems to the maximum extent practicable
in a manner that protects the water quality in nearby streams, rivers,
wetlands and bays. The General Permit allows VDOT to operate its
own MS4 Program. Implementation of a comprehensive Stormwater
Management (SWM) Program to reduce the contamination of
stormwater runoff and prohibit illicit discharges is required to comply
with the MS4 Permit conditions.
The VSMP MS4 and Construction Permits require VDOT to report
information to the DEQ such as the location, type, acres treated and
the affected receiving waters of all SWM facilities (BMPs) installed.
VDOT submits annually its standards and specifications for ESC and
SWM (the Annual ESC and SWM Standards and Specifications) to
DEQ for review and approval. By its annual approval of VDOT’s
ESC and SWM Standards and Specifications, DEQ authorizes
VDOT to administer its ESC and SWM Program in accordance with
the approved ESC and SWM Standards and Specifications on all
regulated land disturbance activities performed by or for VDOT.
As discussed above, the I-66 Corridor Improvements Project meets
the VSMP requirements for grandfathering under the Part II C
technical criteria for water quality. Consistent with Part IIC and
VDOT’s SWM Standards and Specifications, properties and
receiving waterways downstream of any land-disturbing activity shall
be protected from erosion and damage due to changes in
stormwater flows and hydrologic characteristics, including but not
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limited to, changes in runoff volume, velocity, frequency, duration,
and peak flow rate. Requirements for stream channel erosion
control will be consistent with the Virginia ESC Regulation MS19 for
an adequate receiving channel for stormwater discharges. An
analysis to demonstrate project compliance with MS19 will be
performed in accordance with the procedures noted in the DEQ
Technical Bulletin No. 1 (Stream Channel Erosion Control Policy
Guidance).
Treatment of new construction versus existing pavement:
VDOT’s SWM Standards and Specifications define land disturbance
as “a manmade change to the land surface that potentially changes
its runoff characteristics including any associated clearing, grading,
or excavation.” Milling and/or overlaying or other such rehabilitation
of an existing impervious surface is not considered a land
disturbance activity. Therefore, portions of the I-66 Corridor
Improvements Project that involve the rehabilitation of existing
pavement are not included as a part of the construction “site” for the
purposes of defining compliance with the VSMP Regulations.
Finally, the impacts stated in the NEPA analysis, including the
impact of the project on impaired waters with aquatic use
impairments (see Section 4.10.3.1 of the Tier 2 Final EA), are based
on assumptions that result in conservative estimates of the impacts.
Those impacts do not reach a level that would be considered
significant in the context of NEPA based on the context and intensity
of the impacts.
6.) The comments on greenhouse gas emissions provide no basis to
support any conclusion that greenhouse gas emissions with the
project, as opposed to without it, let alone any differences among
the build alternatives, would represent any threat of potential
inducements of adverse climate change. In contrast, the referenced
regional GHG analysis demonstrates future declines in greenhouse
gas emissions at the regional level. Reliance on the regional
analysis is a reasonable methodology given the uncertainty of
meaningfully estimating a single project’s incremental contribution to
a global phenomenon. Even if comprehensive calculations were to
be conducted, the comments provide no specific scenario under
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which the results of such calculations would conceivably influence
the decision to be made. There are no regulatory standards, no
established thresholds, and no final guidance on what constitutes
meaningful differences for greenhouse gas emissions that could be
used to steer a decision to one alternative versus another.
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7.) Due to the difficulty in identifying a suitable location for a park-andride lot in the Haymarket area, such a lot will be considered as part
of a separate project. Such an approach is permissible under the
NEPA tiering process wherein VDOT has the latitude to advance
different elements of the overall corridor transportation
improvements at different times in different Tier 2 NEPA documents.
Regarding the Conway Robinson Memorial State Forest, as stated
previously, there would be no direct Section 4(f) use of it by the
Preferred Alternative. Likewise, there would be no constructive
Section 4(f) use of the property. “A constructive use occurs when
the transportation project does not incorporate land from a Section
4(f) property, but the project's proximity impacts are so severe that
the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the
property for protection under Section 4(f) are substantially impaired.
Substantial impairment occurs only when the protected activities,
features, or attributes of the property are substantially diminished.”
(23 CFR 771.15(a)) Features and attributes of the Conway
Robinson Memorial State Forest include approximately 5.1 miles of
trails on the 444 acres of pine plantation, mixed pine, and old-growth
hardwoods. The nearest trail is roughly 500 feet from the proposed
University Boulevard park-and-ride lot site, and the trail areas on the
property are obscured from the park-and-ride lot site by intervening
tree cover. Accordingly, there are no visual or noise impacts that
would substantially impair any recreational activities on the property.
VDOT guidance states that noise-sensitive receptors within 500 feet
of the construction limits (proposed edge of pavement and project
termini) should be considered as part of the evaluation. The
preliminary noise analysis found that no noise impacts would occur
on the Conway Robinson Memorial State Forest property.
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8.) The comment provides no substantive suggestions on how to
analyze further the potential effects the project could have on land
use patterns to the west beyond what has already been provided.
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9.) The I-66 Corridor Improvements Project will be privately financed
under a partnership between VDOT and the private sector
(“Concessionaire”) under the Public-Private Transportation Act
(PPTA). The Commonwealth has incorporated dedicated transit
funding in the Draft Comprehensive Agreement as a major business
term that states that the Concessionaire will be responsible for
funding transit services according to a defined 46-year payment
schedule that would provide a total of $1.559 billion for transit capital
and operating expenses.
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10.) The managed lanes are a central component of the Preferred
Alternative for purposes of addressing the identified transportation
needs, as a funding source through the toll revenue, and as a
mechanism for implementing the project under the PPTA. As
documented in the Tier 1 ROD, managed lanes are among the
multimodal concepts advanced out of Tier 1 to address the
transportation needs. The Tier 2 study has evaluated alternative
configurations of the managed lanes and other concepts from Tier 1
that are now part of the Preferred Alternative. The Tier 1
Environmental Impact Statement and Tier 2 NEPA study combined
have encompassed serious evaluations of numerous build
alternatives, including comprehensive traffic analyses, conceptual
design variations, environmental constraints and impacts, and
intensive outreach to stakeholders and the public. Based on the
analyses, no significant environmental impacts have been identified;
therefore, a Tier 2 Environmental Impact Statement is not warranted.
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1.) Comment noted.
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2.) As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, incorporating a regional
shared-use path that ran parallel to the entire corridor would have
required additional right of way impacts to adjacent property owners;
therefore, elements of the design that can be constructed within the
proposed or existing right of way of the project will be constructed as
part of the Preferred Alternative. Improvements to adjacent roads
would be built by others based in coordination with the local
governments.
3.) Comment noted. As the project design progresses, VDOT will
continue to coordinate with local jurisdictions.
4.) Comment noted.
5.) The Draft Project Technical Requirements (as of March 14, 2016)
includes a section on access points (Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and
Shared Use Paths General, Item K) that indicates that they shall be
provided at approximately half mile increments. These locations
may be co-located with other access needs to reduce the breaks in
the sound barriers. The Developer shall coordinate with adjacent
and nearby communities and local jurisdictions regarding the
locations and design of each access point. Possible access points
in the vicinity of 11 locations are listed in the requirements (as
described further on the next page of this response).
6.) The Tier 2 Draft EA addressed the potential impact of the project on
air quality in all areas of the project corridor, and this includes the
bicycle and pedestrian trails. Consistent with federal requirements,
the air study evaluated the potential impact of the project on carbon
monoxide (CO), fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and mobile source
air toxics (MSAT). The CO analysis evaluated the worst-case
locations within the project corridor and found that peak CO
concentrations would remain well-below EPA’s CO standards.
Since worst-case locations were analyzed, it is assumed that all
other locations within the project corridor would also remain wellbelow the CO standards.
Based on FHWA guidance and the forecast total traffic volumes for
I-66, this project is categorized as one with high potential effects for
MSATs, which includes the following pollutants: acrolein, benzene,
1,3 butadiene, diesel particulate matter, formaldehyde, naphthalene,
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and polycyclic organic matter. A detailed quantitative assessment
following FHWA guidance was therefore conducted for the project to
assess the potential impacts for MSATs. The assessment shows
that there would be no long-term adverse impacts associated with
Build scenarios, and that future MSAT emissions across the entire
project corridor would be significantly below today’s levels, even
after accounting for projected VMT growth.
Last, the project was found to not be one of air quality concern for
PM2.5, mainly because it will not have a significant impact on diesel
truck traffic (the main contributor to PM2.5). In addition, all of the
PM2.5 air quality monitors in the region are in compliance with EPA
standards. A copy of the air quality analysis can be accessed at:
http://outside.transform66.org/meetings/tier_2_draft_environmental_
assessment.asp.
7.) See response to comment above.
8.) Comments and suggestions noted. The Technical Requirements
have changed since the letter from FABB was written and they now
include the following 11 locations:
1. Braddock Rd at NW Quadrant of Route 28 Interchange.
Underpass for connection to future trail to Route 28 north.
2. Audrey Dr (Cabells Mill Development, Centreville)
3. Connect to the standard turn at the end of Veronica Rd (Cabells
Mill Development, Centreville)
4. West side of Stringfellow Rd connection to park-and-ride lot and
street crossing to east side of street trail
5. Fair Lakes Shopping Center (behind Target)
6. East Market Shopping Center (behind Whole Food Market)
7. Existing trail from Waples Mill Rd (NE Quadrant of US 50
Interchange)
8. Arrowhead Dr/Rosehaven St (SW quadrant of VA 123
Interchange)
9. Bushman Dr (just east of tennis courts property)
10. Cedar Lane north side connection to I-66 parallel trail
11. Connection to west bend of Yeonas Drive (west of Southside
Park)
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9.)

Comment noted.

10.) Comment noted.
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1.) Comment noted. The project will comply with FEMA requirements
for floodplain management regulations. The basis for the existing
floodplain evaluation is the floodplain maps and reports approved
and published by FEMA or by other regulatory agencies. It is
VDOT’s policy not to allow any increase in the level of the 1 percent
(100-year) flood for delineated floodplains established by FEMA.
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2.) The stormwater management pond and existing double 10’ by 12’
box culvert referenced in the comment will likely not be impacted by
the project.
The project team reviewed the attached report titled “Hydrologic
Analysis of Nutley Pond to determine the 100-year Water Surface
Elevation” dated February 2016. The findings were not prepared
using the currently effective FEMA floodplain maps and/or reports;
therefore, they may not be appropriate for assessment as part of the
I-66 project. The Technical Requirements for the design-build
concessionaire require the Developer to follow VDOT policy
regarding increases to the 100-year floodplain established by FEMA
in the design (see response to #1).
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Attachment to letter.
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1.) As indicated in the responses to comments from Shrevecrest Home
Owners’ Association on the Tier 2 Draft EA, the concept plans for
both Alternatives 2A and 2B and the Preferred Alternative, as well as
the Preliminary Noise Analysis Technical Report, show a feasible
and reasonable noise wall in the northeast quadrant of the I-66/I-495
interchange near Idylwood Park and Shrevecrest. Notwithstanding,
preliminary decisions regarding both recommended and nonrecommended noise barriers may change between the
environmental document and final design as a result of changes in
the project design, design year traffic, or the level of detail the
design contained at the time of the preliminary report. The
preliminary noise analysis is based on the conceptual design plans
that have been presented at the public meetings and that are
available on the project website. During the design phase of the
project, final design plans that will be used for construction will be
developed. At that time, an updated noise analysis will capture any
required noise wall modifications based on the final design of the
Preferred Alternative along with the viewpoints of the benefited
receptors. All noise abatement provided as part of the project will be
in accordance with the Statewide Noise Abatement Policy that was
approved by FHWA and which can be found here:
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/pr-noise-walls-about.asp. The
process by which a noise wall is implemented as part of a roadway
project is outlined on this website.
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2.) Design public hearings will be held during the design phase of the
project to provide additional opportunities for design reviews. In
addition, VDOT is available to meet with communities to discuss
particular issues and concerns. To request a briefing on Transform
66: Outside the Beltway for your community or service organization,
please send an email to: transform66@vdot.virginia.gov.
3.) Environmental resources in the project corridor adjacent to the
roadway were assessed in the Tier 2 Draft EA and Tier 2 Revised
EA. The maintenance and management of these edge areas will be
conducted in accordance with VDOT guidelines and standards
where the land lies within VDOT right of way, or by others depending
on ownership. In these particular areas adjacent to the project that
lie within VDOT, Fairfax County Park Authority, and/or power
company land, maintenance and management will be coordinated
as needed as it relates to the project during the construction period.
Coordination with local, state, and federal agencies has been
ongoing throughout the study process and will continue through
design and construction.
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4.) The comment relates to the placement and management of power
lines and cables, which is not part of to this roadway project.
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5.) Comment noted. In these cases, it is recommended that a call be
placed to VDOT to notify them of the need to repair these features.
The Fairfax Maintenance Office can be reached at 703-259-0243.
For Arlington and interstate maintenance, please call 703-259-0246.
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1.) Comment noted. Responses to detailed technical comments follow.
2.) In several places within these comments, the commenter asserts
that there are “significant” environmental impacts. However, the
comments generally do not provide any substantive information on
which impacts are considered “significant” or the basis for that
assertion. The CEQ’s regulations implementing NEPA define
significance in terms of context and intensity. In evaluating impacts
in the various categories mentioned by the commenter, none were
determined to reach a level that would be considered significant in
the context of NEPA based on the context and intensity of the
impacts. An EIS already was prepared that considered and
compared an array of reasonable alternatives. The Tier 1 Draft EIS
was approved on February 12, 2013 and the Tier 1 Final EIS and
Record of Decision (ROD) were issued on November 20, 2013.
These documents were developed with substantial public
involvement and extensive input from a host of participating federal,
state, and local agencies. Ten Build Improvement Concepts that
would address the transportation needs in the I-66 corridor were
identified and considered along with the No-Build Concept. Build
Improvement Concepts included General Purpose Lanes, Managed
Lanes, Metrorail Extension, Light Rail Transit, Bus Rapid Transit,
VRE Extension, Improvements at Spot Locations/ Chokepoints,
Intermodal Connectivity, Safety Improvements, and Transportation
Communication and Technology. In addition, 47 scenarios
representing all logically consistent combinations of the capacityrelated Build Improvement Concepts were evaluated in the Tier 1
EIS. As stated in FHWA’s Tier 1 ROD, none of the Build
Improvement Concepts as stand-alone concepts would fully satisfy
the purpose and need. However, each improvement concept would
contribute to meeting the purpose and need and would provide
transportation benefits. Since any of the ten improvement concepts
would improve conditions in the I-66 corridor, FHWA advanced all
ten concepts from Tier 1 to allow the Commonwealth of Virginia to
then identify the Tier 2 projects for subsequent study. In accordance
with this decision, and as explained in Chapter 3, Alternatives, of the
Tier 2 Revised EA, VDOT and DRPT used the planning efforts,
findings, and decisions from the
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Tier 1 EIS, along with other factors, to frame the elements of the
project to be considered. Specifically, the elements of the Preferred
Alternative represent a multimodal combination of Tier 1 Build
Improvement Concepts over the 25-mile-long corridor, as described
in detail in the Tier 2 Revised EA.
In developing the details of these elements, VDOT and DRPT again
relied on substantial input from the public and federal, state, and
local stakeholders, along with environmental and engineering
considerations. A range of typical cross sections for the roadway
elements, access points for the express lanes, interchange
improvements, park-and-ride lot locations, and transit elements was
considered and evaluated before arriving at the Preferred Alternative
that was approved by the Commonwealth Transportation Board.
3.) The Tier 2 Revised EA sufficiently describes direct, indirect, and
cumulative environmental impacts of the project and applicable
mitigation has been identified to a level of detail appropriate for
purposes of the Tier 2 Revised EA and this stage of project
development. Detailed mitigation plans would be developed during
the permitting and design phases of the project. For example, for
federal-aid highway projects in Virginia, it is standard practice that
water quality and wetlands mitigation are decided during the Section
404 permitting process. At the time of the Section 404 permitting
process, additional roadway design will have been conducted and a
more precise assessment of impacts within the corridor and
mitigation is possible.
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4.) An EIS already was prepared that considered and compared an
array of reasonable alternative concepts at the Tier 1 level. See
response #2 above. With regard to 23 CFR 771.115(a)(4), the
preamble to the regulation provides explanatory information for that
provision (52 FR 32650). It states, “In the NPRM, UMTA proposed
eliminating exclusive busways as Class I actions because of the
potential to construct and operate a busway on or within an existing
highway without significant environmental impacts. A number of
commenters supported this change. Busways are frequently
established by dedicating an existing highway lane for exclusive bus
and high occupancy vehicle use and the regulation affords the
flexibility to handle such projects with an EA instead of an EIS. The
NRPM noted UMTA's intention to continue to require an EIS for
construction of a new roadway for buses which is not integrated in
an existing highway. Other types of busway projects can be
reviewed individually to determine the appropriate
environmental document (e.g., busways on existing lanes or
medians which have off-line facilities such as stations, parkand-ride lots, transfer points, etc.). This highlighted language
describes a project scope that is the closest to the I-66 project at
hand, and this type of action does not normally require an EIS. In
addition, utilizing a Tier 2 Environmental Assessment after a Tier 1
EIS is an appropriate course of action as recognized in 40 CFR
1502.20. As stated previously, none of the identified impacts have
been determined to be significant in the context of NEPA; therefore,
a Tier 2 EIS is not warranted.
5.) On March 23, 2015, the Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) provided VDOT written documentation grandfathering
the I-66 project (UPC 10500 - from Route 15 to the I-495 Beltway)
from the new stormwater management laws, not stormwater
management in general. The grandfathering was approved in
accordance with Section 48.1 under the Part IIC technical criteria of
the Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) regulations
(9VAC25-870-48.B.1). This section of the regulations allows for the
grandfathering of projects that have had an obligation of locality,
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state or federal funding in whole or in part, prior to July 1, 2012. Part
IIC requires the project to address only the water quantity impacts of
the proposed project.
VDOT worked closely with DEQ to review the project’s historical
schedule as it relates to an obligation of funds. VDOT provided DEQ
with historical records connecting the current project to
environmental documents dating back to May 2000. VDOT verified
the original Universal Project Codes (UPCs 54911 & 105239) for the
project are connected to the current UPC 105500. VDOT also
demonstrated to DEQ’s satisfaction that the project had federal
funding authorized in place by the above date mentioned.
Section 3.4.3.8 of the Tier 2 Revised EA has been updated to
include this additional clarification.
Applicable mitigation has been identified to a level of detail
appropriate for purposes of the Tier 2 Final EA and this stage of
project development. Detailed mitigation plans would be developed
during the permitting and design phases of the project. For
example, for federal-aid highway projects in Virginia, it is standard
practice that water quality and wetlands mitigation are decided
during the Section 404 permitting process. At the time of the
Section 404 permitting process, additional roadway design will have
been conducted and a more precise assessment of impacts within
the corridor and mitigation is possible.
6.) Comments received from the public were compiled by subject matter
and responses provided in Appendix E of the Tier 2 Revised EA.
Responses to comments from organizations and local, regional,
state and federal agencies on the Tier 2 Draft EA were included in
Appendices B, C, D, and F.
At this point, the proposed action has not been found to result in
significant environmental impacts.
Additional discussion of Accotink Creek was added to the Tier 2
Revised EA in Section 4.10.3.1 Impaired Waters and 4.17.7 Step 7:
Assess Consequences and Develop Mitigation.
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7.) See response to #6 above. Applicable mitigation has been identified
to a level of detail appropriate for purposes of the Tier 2 Revised EA
and this stage of project development. Detailed mitigation plans
would be developed during the permitting and design phases of the
project. For example, for federal-aid highway projects in Virginia, it
is standard practice that water quality and wetlands mitigation are
decided during the Section 404 permitting process. At the time of
the Section 404 permitting process, additional roadway design will
have been conducted and a more precise assessment of impacts
within the corridor and mitigation is possible.
8.) See response to #5 and #7 above.
9.) The response to public comment #38 in the Tier 2 Revised EA
remains valid in that underground treatment would be considered
during the design stage of the project. At this stage of project
development, only conceptual plans have been developed.
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10.) Section 4(f) is applicable to use of land for federal-aid projects from
publicly owned public parks or recreation areas, publicly owned
wildlife or waterfowl refuges, or historic sites that are listed in, or
eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). Random Hills Park is indeed the only Section 4(f)
property that would be used by the project.
With respect to Stenwood Elementary School, pursuant to FHWA’s
Section 4(f) Policy Paper (July 2012), Section 4(f) applies only to
portions of the school property used for public park or recreation
purposes (e.g., baseball diamonds, soccer fields, playground
equipment, etc.) and not the entire campus. As indicated in the
Tier 2 Revised EA, through ongoing coordination with the
community, design concepts at interchanges continue to be refined
to minimize the project footprint and reduce the height of ramps.
For example, at the I-495 interchange, the project team developed
a new alternative (Alternative 2D), which is part of the Preferred
Alternative. The new alternative eliminates the impact to the
recreational facilities at the school (the baseball field and track).
The existing noise barrier at this location would be replaced to
reduce noise levels. VDOT will work with school and county
officials to adequately compensate for green space requirements.
11.) Efforts have been made to avoid and minimize the number of
residential displacements, as reflected in the Preferred Alternative
(reduction of right of way impacts through use of retaining walls,
other design variations, or use of design exceptions or waivers and
through relocations of proposed park-and ride-lots and stormwater
ponds). As the project proceeds into the design phase, these
efforts will continue. As stated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, acquisition
of right of way would be in accordance with the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as
amended (42 USC 4601). Under the law, the purchase price for
property acquired would be fair market value as determined by an
appraisal prepared by a qualified appraiser. “Eminent domain” would
only be invoked as a last resort if agreement cannot be reached on
the fair market property value. “Eminent domain” cannot be used to
displace families that do not live on land to be occupied by the
project since only land needed to accommodate the project would be
acquired, as shown on the conceptual plans, which will be refined
during the design stage.
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12.) The environmental justice analysis is based on data at the census
tract level, and as reported in the Tier 2 Revised EA, at this level,
there are no low-income populations and there are no
disproportionate impacts to minority populations along the corridor.
Corridor-wide air and noise impacts were assessed. As reported in
the Tier 2 Revised EA and the Air Quality Technical Report, the
project is not expected to cause or contribute to a new violation,
increase the frequency or severity of any violation, or delay timely
attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
established by the US Environmental Protection Agency. As for
noise impacts, along eastbound I-66 near Knollside Lane and
Dellway Lane (between Cedar Lane and Gallows Road), the
existing noise barrier is to remain or be replaced and an additional
barrier is under consideration, thereby providing noise barriers
between I-66 and the entire community served by these two
roadways.
13.) Existing noise barriers that are taken down as part of the project
will be rebuilt in accordance with the following provisions in the
Draft Project Technical Requirements, as of March 14, 2016
(Section 3.2.8 Noise Mitigation, Items R and S, among others):
R. The Developer shall construct the proposed sound barrier
wall prior to demolishing an existing sound barrier wall unless
otherwise approved by the Department. The Developer shall
demonstrate that the new sound barrier wall cannot be
constructed without first demolishing the existing sound barrier
wall.
S. The Developer shall begin construction of new sound barrier
walls within sixty (60) days of the start of demolition of an
existing sound barrier wall or cutting of trees whichever occurs
first, unless otherwise approved by the Department. The
Developer shall complete construction of any new sound barrier
wall intended to replace an existing sound barrier wall or trees
which were acting as a screen for adjacent properties within 240
days from the start of demolition of the existing sound barrier
wall or cutting of trees whichever occurs first, unless otherwise
approved by the Department.
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With respect to nighttime work, the Draft Project Technical
Requirements include a section on Construction Noise (Section
1.8.6 Construction Noise). In particular, Item D indicates the
following: Developer shall determine whether certain portions of
the Project that produce objectionable noise should be restricted or
prohibited between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. subject to Department
approval. If other hours are established by local ordinance, the
local ordinance shall govern.
14.) The Preferred Alternative would impact approximately 40 acres of
wooded area within proposed right of way in addition to
approximately 77 acres of wooded area within existing VDOT right
of way. This does not necessarily mean that all trees within these
areas would be clear-cut – this is a worst-case estimate. The
project team has refined the concept plans to reduce the overall
project footprint. These refinements are expected to result in
reduced impacts to “forested” acreage. As the project moves into
the design phase, VDOT would require that the design continue to
be refined in a way that reduces the overall project footprint, and for
the contractor to construct the project in a way that preserves trees
where possible.
Agricultural and forestal districts are properties designated as such
by local governments under the Virginia Agricultural and Forestal
Districts Act (VA Code § 15.2-4300. A district is voluntary – it is
initiated by a landowner or group of landowners as a mutual
undertaking with local government. By establishing a District,
property owners agree not to convert their farm, forestland, and
other open space to more intense commercial, industrial, or
residential uses for a term of four to 10 years. In return, the county
and the Commonwealth agree not to take actions or make
infrastructure investments that will place increased pressure on
landowners to convert land in the district to more intense land uses
during the term of the District. Designation of forestall districts is
not based on the number of trees on the properties. There are no
agricultural or forestal districts in the project area.
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15.) VDOT guidelines are based on FHWA’s Procedures for Abatement
of Highway Traffic Noise and Construction Noise (23 CFR 772). If
traffic noise impact is identified within the project corridor, then
consideration of noise abatement measures is necessary. The final
decision on whether or not to provide noise abatement along a
project corridor takes into account the feasibility of the design and
overall cost weighed against the benefit. Value engineering does
not relate to the noise requirements. The criteria applied to assess
whether a barrier is feasible and reasonable are described in detail
in the Preliminary Noise Analysis located here:
http://www.transform66.org/documents/tier_2_environmental_asse
ssment_technical_reports/NoiseAnalysis_I-66Tier2Report.pdf.
Locations of feasible and reasonable noise barriers were identified
as part of the noise analysis completed for the Tier 2 Draft EA.
Preliminary decisions regarding both recommended and nonrecommended noise barriers may change between the
environmental document and final design as a result of changes in
the project design, design year traffic, or the level of detail the
design contained at the time of the preliminary report. Final
decisions on whether to provide noise abatement measures would
be made during the design stage of the project, during which an
updated noise analysis would be prepared, and would take into
account design feasibility, cost, and the opinions of property
owners impacted by the noise.
16.) See response to #14 above. Also, the effects of the proposed
project on wildlife habitat would not be substantial. Habitat loss
would generally occur within small isolated habitat patches or along
edges of habitats that are already considerably fragmented. No
potential movement corridors would be substantially disrupted
because impacts would take place along the existing I-66 roadway.
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17.) Section 4.18 in the Tier 2 Revised EA describes the five-part
evaluation of cumulative impacts. More specifically, Sections
4.18.4.1 through 4.18.4.8 discuss the cumulative impacts to water
resources, wildlife and habitat, forest area loss, and the human
environment.
18.) FHWA defines “wildlife corridor” as “a linear or elongated area of
habitat that facilitates movement of individuals between core
habitat patches and provides for connectivity among populations.”
(Wildlife Crossing Structure Handbook, 2011) I-66 is an existing
multilane interstate highway with right of way fences and a number
of noise barriers on both sides. Urban and suburban development
along both sides of the I-66 corridor have largely displaced large
intact blocks of natural habitat. The Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation developed a GIS tool, the Virginia
Natural Landscape Assessment (VANLA), to identify large patches
of natural land cover (habitat cores) and the habitat linkages
connecting these patches (landscape corridors, used here
synonymously with wildlife corridor) throughout Virginia. A review
of the database reveals approximately eight habitat core areas
adjacent to I-66 with a number of others scattered within 1,000 feet
from the I-66 corridor. This scatter pattern reflects the extensive
urban and suburban development that has occurred over the years
along the I-66 corridor. The database shows two landscape
corridors that cross I-66. One is located just east of the US 29
interchange at Gainesville. However, it appears that substantial
development in the area around Gainesville has displaced the
habitat core depicted south of the US 29 interchange in the
database. Moreover, it not clear how wildlife would traverse I-66 at
this location without physically stepping in the roadway because
there are no grade separations here. The second landscape
corridor is located at Cub Run. I-66 crosses over Cub Run on
bridges. Therefore, Cub Run provides opportunity for movement of
aquatic wildlife between habitat areas in and near Cub Run Stream
Valley Park upstream of I-66 and habitat areas in Bull Run
Regional Park and beyond downstream of I-66. The opportunities
for terrestrial wildlife to move within these locations is somewhat
limited by the level of water in the stream and the length of the
bridges. Construction at Cub Run would entail widening the
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bridges and therefore this wildlife corridor would remain similar to
its current condition. Accordingly, the direct impact of the project
on wildlife corridors would not be significant. Likewise, the
cumulative effect of the project on the landscape surrounding the
project, and more specifically to landscape or wildlife movement
corridors, would not be significant. “Not substantial” was used in a
manner to describe context. Significance of an action must be
analyzed in several contexts such as society as a whole (human,
national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the
locality. Significance varies with the setting of the proposed action.
The impacts of the project were deemed insubstantial as the area
surrounding the project is highly developed and continues to be
developed, and the habitat is already considerably fragmented.
Cumulative impacts to habitat and wildlife are discussed in Section
4.18.4.6.
19.) There are no preferential inconsistencies between the I-66 Outside
and Inside the Beltway projects. These are two separate projects
with different improvement concepts to serve the transportation
needs associated with each section of I-66. A goal for both
projects is to minimize adverse impacts while also providing
improvements that address the identified needs.
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20.) The Preferred Alternative is estimated to displace a total of 11
homes along the 25-mile-long corridor, 5 of which are in the Dunn
Loring/Vienna area. Given the dense residential and commercial
development in this area, 5 homes would not be expected to result
in a substantial socioeconomic loss of housing. Nor would these
displacements be expected to disadvantage residents of transitoriented communities. On the contrary, the Preferred Alternative
includes substantial transit elements, pedestrian and bicycle
enhancements, and other features intended to expand travel
choices and the accessibility and use of transit and ride-sharing
activity. These features expand, not diminish, the opportunities and
benefits of “environmentally friendly transit options.” The I-66
Corridor Improvements Project will be privately financed under a
partnership between VDOT and the private sector
(“Concessionaire”) under the Public-Private Transportation Act
(PPTA). The Commonwealth has incorporated dedicated transit
funding in the Draft Comprehensive Agreement as a major
business term that states that the Concessionaire will be
responsible for funding transit services according to a defined 46year payment schedule that would provide a total of $1.559 billion
for transit capital and operating expenses.
Through ongoing coordination with the community, design concepts
at interchanges continue to be refined to minimize the project
footprint and reduce the height of ramps.
21.) See response to #4.
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22.) The Open Section Alternative was developed and analyzed to
reduce the right of way impact at and near the Capital Beltway
interchange. It was designed with an intention to assess a
configuration similar to the "Do No Harm" scenario, while also
satisfying the federal requirements for logical project termini, as
well as maintaining the operational and safety goals of this project.
It assumes that the I-66/I-495 interchange will remain as-is under
existing conditions, and the express lanes along I-66 will terminate
into an open section (i.e., no physical separation between the
proposed express lanes and general purpose lanes) to the east of
the Nutley Street interchange. As suggested in the referenced "Do
No Harm" scenario, the open lane section would result in more
than four miles of open weaving area, from east of Route 123 to I495, with no ability to manage traffic in the express lanes beyond
the proposed terminus in Fairfax. This configuration would
compromise the integrity of the entire express lanes system,
eliminate any connectivity with the existing express lanes on I-495
and HOV lanes on I-66 inside the beltway, and violate the
establishment of logical termini as addressed in the Tier 1 EIS and
Tier 2 Draft EA. The "Do No Harm" configuration would also
eliminate the viability of proposed express lanes ramps to / from
Route 123 and Vaden Drive, which would be critical for transit
connections at the Vienna Metro Station. The I-66 study area
exhibits travel patterns and congestion characteristics that are
unique to the corridor, such that it is not comparable to other
projects in the region.
23.) A forest is generally defined as a large area of land covered with
trees. Such forests exist on the Conway Robinson Memorial State
Forest, on portions of Manassas National Battlefield Park, on
portions of Bull Run Regional Park, and on most of Ellanor C.
Lawrence Park. Based on conceptual plans, no acquisition of right
of way is required from any of these properties. Where trees exist
within the existing I-66 right of way, they generally are in small
disjunct patches separated by ramps within interchanges or in
narrow strips between the I-66 roadway and right of way. All of
these areas originally were cleared during construction of the
existing roadway, but the patches of trees have become
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established over time with lack of extensive vegetation
maintenance within portions of the highway right of way.
Accordingly, these areas are more accurately characterized as
highly fragmented and small areas of tree cover, not forest. The
methodology used to compute impacts assumes that all trees
within the existing right of way and all trees within proposed new
areas of right of way would be cleared. However, this is a
conservative assumption based on a lack of exact construction
limits at this time. During the design stage, precise limits of
disturbance will become known and it is likely that not all trees
within the right of way limits will need to be cleared. Given the
highly fragmented nature and small sizes of affected tree patches
over the 25 miles of the project corridor and the conservative
method of calculating impacts, there will be no significant loss of
forested areas.
24.) The modeling data were not arbitrary. The modeling was
conducted with state-of-the-art modeling technology and population
and employment forecasts approved for use in the Washington DC
region by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
Transportation Planning Board using the best available
assumptions and scientific data. As previously stated highoccupancy toll (HOT) lanes do not currently exist on I-66; therefore,
there is no I-66 HOT lanes real-world data upon which to base a
forecast. While HOT lanes do currently exist on I-495 and I-95,
these corridors would experience different use and demand based
on land use (i.e., locations of homes and jobs), access points (i.e.,
interchanges, direct access to express lanes), locations of parkand-ride lots, availability of transit services, and a host of other
factors. Therefore, it would be difficult to estimate the use of HOT
lanes on I-66 based on data from different corridors. Accordingly,
modeling that takes into consideration the features and
characteristics within the I-66 study area is used to best estimate
travel demand.
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25.) The response does not dismiss the suggestion to use 10-foot
lanes. Rather, the response indicates that the Preferred Alternative
will be designed to meet federal and state design standards for
facilities, signing, and pavement marking. Details will be developed
during the design stage of the project.
26.) A cost-benefit analysis is not required under NEPA regulations or
guidance.
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1

On page 1-4, the statement "Based on the analyses of the intensity of [the
environmental impacts of the project], the impacts would not be significant" is a
subjective conclusion and should be caveated as "In our opinion". This
conclusion is followed by statements that leave out important information
(highlighted below) that is contrary to the project planners' desired outcome to
secure a finding of no significant impact. The report should be written more
objectively with assumptions, limitations, and alternative conclusions
documented so that all parties involved understand the full potential impact of
the project.

The commenter neglects to reference the preceding sentence, and in
combination with the referenced sentence, the section reads as follows:
“Chapter 4, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences,
describes the environmental impacts of the project. Based on the analyses
of the intensity of those impacts, the impacts would not be significant.” Thus,
it is the findings that are presented in Chapter 4 that form that basis of that
conclusion and the subsequent statements that support the conclusion. The
findings in Chapter 4 are not “subjective” or based on “opinion.” Rather, the
chapter contains descriptions of the affected environment (comprised of the
human and natural resources along the corridor) and the estimated direct,
indirect, and cumulative environmental consequences attributable to the
alternatives being considered based on data gathered from federal, state,
and local agencies; previous area studies; existing literature and websites;
aerial photography; geographic information system (GIS) databases; and
extensive fieldwork in the study corridor.

2

The report should consider the degree of environmental impact on each
segment of the project, not only with respect to the entire project area. It is
clear that the impacts to the communities surrounding the I-66/I-495
interchange are significant and this area is enduring the burden of the project
impacts.

As described in the response above, direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental consequences of the project were assessed. The evaluation
of direct impacts takes into consideration individual areas, or segments, of
the project area and are based primarily on the physical “footprint” of each
alternative as represented by proposed right of way lines associated with the
preliminary designs, including stormwater management facilities, park-andride lots, etc.

3

Less than half of the projected new common noise environments will be
abated. The Tier 2 study concluded it would not be “feasible and/or
reasonable" to abate 37 (of 60) noise centers created by this megaproject.
These areas are comprised mainly of residential areas (homes and schools).
The project should not be allowed to proceed with the significant noise impact it
will have on the surrounding environment, communities and wildlife in the area.
The report notes that "Existing noise levels along I-66 are relatively high, with
considerable influences from heavy trucks and high traffic volumes". Given this,
any proposals that would further increase the noise in this region must be fully
evaluated and considered carefully. It is important to note that noise impact

The preliminary noise analysis that has been completed based on
conceptual plans is sufficient for decisionmakers to understand the
magnitude and locations of potential noise impacts, as well as the ability to
provide abatement of those impacts. No significant noise impacts were
identified. Furthermore, the Preferred Alternative is not sufficiently different
from the alternatives evaluated in the preliminary noise analysis to
substantially change the general outcome of the analysis. For example, the
horizontal alignment of the Preferred Alternative is largely the same as that
of the other alternatives, which all are within the existing I-66 corridor.
Therefore, the differences in distances between the roadway and noise
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conclusions reported in the revised Tier 2 EA did not assess the CTB-approved
Preferred Alternative (the data are for earlier, unapproved versions of the
design). The impacts of the Preferred Alternative design should be documented
in the report and a summary table should be provided of the 60 new common
noise environments, which ones were deemed at not "feasible and/or
reasonable", and the reason(s) why.

receptors for the different alternatives would be minor. It would take a
halving of distance between roadway and receptor to effect a three-decibel
increase in noise level, a change that is barely perceptible to the human ear.
The noise analysis will be updated during final design and will be based on
actual roadway design data. All noise abatement provided as part of the
project will be in accordance with the State Noise Abatement Policy that was
developed based upon FHWA noise regulations (23 CFR 772) and which
can be found here: http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/pr-noise-wallsabout.asp
The process by which a noise wall is implemented as part of a roadway
project is outlined on this website.

The report documents a significant loss of wooded areas and impacts to
floodplains, wetlands and streams and lacks a complete study or plan for
stormwater management. The report documents a loss of 118 acres of wooded
areas, 60 acres of floodplains, 30 acres of wetlands, and 106 streams. The
project planners are proposing to use credits or make payments to mitigate the
extensive impacts to streams and wetlands. Doing so does nothing to address
the detrimental and specific impacts on the area supported by these natural
structures. To earlier points, the report should indicate the impact in each
segment of the project to understand the proportional impact to the
environments in each area. The report notes that the project will increase the
amount of impervious surface on I-66, resulting in increased stormwater runoff
flows from the roadway. Notably, the area that is proposed to have the most
new asphalt is the I-495/l-66 interchange and would therefore likely endure the
greatest impact from stormwater pollution. The report lacks any details on the
extent of the issue in each area and lacks a stormwater management mitigation
plan (listing only potential control options and potential sites, but not a
committed plan). The report also notes the grandfathered approval from the
DEO that allows this project to not address ongoing stormwater issues in the
region. Megaprojects like this should be required to address environmental
issues before creating new ones.

Chapter 4, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences,
describes the environmental impacts of the project, but does not conclude
that any of them are significant. The impacts stated in the NEPA analysis
are based on assumptions that result in conservative estimates of the
impacts. Those impacts do not reach a level that would be considered
significant in the context of NEPA based on the context and intensity of the
impacts.
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Applicable mitigation has been identified to a level of detail appropriate for
purposes of the Tier 2 Revised EA and this stage of project development.
Detailed mitigation plans would be developed during the permitting and
design phases of the project. For example, for federal-aid highway projects
in Virginia, it is standard practice that water quality and wetlands mitigation
are decided during the Section 404 permitting process. At the time of the
Section 404 permitting process, additional roadway design will have been
conducted and a more precise assessment of impacts within the corridor and
required mitigation will be possible.
Stormwater management measures are discussed in the document.
However, detailed design will not be available until the actual project design
is done. Notwithstanding, sufficient detail is provided for this stage of project
development to ensure that stormwater management will be appropriately
and adequately addressed. On March 23, 2015, the Virginia Department of
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Environmental Quality (DEQ) provided VDOT written documentation
grandfathering the I-66 project (UPC 10500 - from Route 15 to the I-495
Beltway) in accordance with Section 48.1 under the Part IIC technical criteria
of the Virginia Stormwater Management Program (VSMP) regulations
(9VAC25-870-48.B.1). This section of the regulations allows for the
grandfathering of projects that have had an obligation of locality, state, or
federal funding in whole or in part, prior to July 1, 2012. This grandfathering
does not obviate VDOT’s responsibilities regarding stormwater management
as the Part IIC technical criteria contain numerous requirements for the
control of both the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff. Part IIC
requires that the impacts of the proposed project be addressed; it does not
require that stormwater issues in the greater region be addressed as part of
the project.

5

The Preferred Alternative would result in property loss for 208 parcels (11 full,
197 partial takings). This was presented at the public hearing, but this was not
documented anywhere that I could find in the revised Environmental
assessment. Partial land takings should be documented in the same way that
full takings are documented (including Table 4-2 and 4-10). This project is
proposing to move the interstate and sound wall closer to many homes,
schools and parks, requiring full and partial property acquisition from over 200
parcels and impacting hundreds to thousands of adjacent homes that will
experience increased noise and depreciated visual landscapes out their front
doors and backyards. The residential impact of this project, particularly in the I495/I-66 interchange segment is significant.

Information on partial land acquisitions is now included in Section 4.3.4 along
with the information about residential relocations. Based on the analyses of
the context and intensity of the residential impacts, the impacts would not be
significant.

6

The Preferred Alternative would result in 11 residential displacements,
including loss of affordable housing near transit. The report states "this number
is not inordinately high given the size of the project". However, this statement
is misleading and does not account for 1) the hundreds of homes impacted by
partial land takings (as noted above); 2) the fact that 8 of these full residential
displacements are in a single segment of the project, with homes being taken
from 2 neighborhoods (census tracts) surrounding the I-495/I-66 interchange,
and 2) the fact that almost half of these homes represent a limited supply of

The environmental justice analysis is based on data at the census tract level,
and as reported in the Tier 2 Revised EA, at this level, there are no lowincome populations and there are no disproportionate impacts to minority
populations along the corridor.
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At this time, the Preferred Alternative is estimated to displace a total of 11
homes along the 25-mile-long corridor, 5 of which are in the Dunn
Loring/Vienna area and 3 of which are located in the Pioneer Lane
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metro accessible, affordable, single family homes. Several of these
homeowners chose their homes so that they could take the Metro to work and
not contribute to the region's traffic congestion and yet, ironically, this transitfriendly lifestyle is being sacrificed to put more cars on the road. Furthermore,
the report's statement that there would be "no disproportionately high or
adverse environmental effects on minority or low-income populations" requires
a closer evaluation. The analysis evaluated the demographics of the general
area that these homes are located within. A closer look at the homes shows
that their property values are lower than others in their immediate
neighborhood. If you look more closely at Stenhouse Place, in particular, you
will note that the project is proposing to take the homes with the lowest
property values on this street. The homeowners that will lose their homes
represent minority and immigrant families and nearly-retired residents who
would experience a financial and sociological hardship in being uprooted from
their community by the proposed project.
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community in the southeast quadrant of the I-495/I-66 interchange. Given
the dense residential and commercial development in this area, 5 homes
would not be expected to result in a substantial loss of housing. There are
thousands of homes surrounding this area and Metro-accessibility from
these other homes would not be compromised by the displacements of the
referenced homes on Stenhouse Place or Pioneer Lane. Housing
replacement sites are available within the study area, in varying locations
and at an array of prices within the respective counties. VDOT has the ability
and, if necessary, is willing to provide housing of last resort, including the
purchase of land or dwellings; repair of existing dwellings to meet decent,
safe, and sanitary conditions; relocation or remodeling of dwellings
purchased by VDOT; or construction of new dwellings. Assurance is given
that all displaced families and individuals would be relocated to suitable
replacement housing, and that all replacement housing would be fair housing
available to all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin and would be within the financial means of the displacees. Each
person would be given sufficient time to negotiate for and obtain possession
of replacement housing. No residential occupants would be required to
move from property needed for the project until comparable decent, safe,
and sanitary replacement dwellings have been made available to them.
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Seeking update on “Do No Harm" Alternative sensitivity analysis results
(as opposed to Open Section Alternative analysis). The 'Do No Harm'
proposes a longer open section through to Chain Bridge Road (but would still
include improvements to the Nutley interchange that were planned before this
project). The longer open lanes would better address the weaving concerns
raised in the report, but we still need to address getting the buses safely to the
Metro. The current analysis also lacks fundamental information that the
community and elected officials have requested for several months including 1)
the sources and assumptions being made in the data modelling, 2) the known
limitations/constraints of the study (risk modelling, ranges/confidence intervals
tor projections used in study), and 3) specific figures for the financial cost and
environmental & right-of-way impact of this alternative vs the Preferred
Alternative. As the design currently stands, the impact on the Dunn LoringVienna-Falls Church community remains too great to gain widespread
community support. However, with just a few more adjustments, we feel that
the design could get to a point that the impact on the community was mitigated
enough to move forward together.
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The Open Section Alternative was developed and analyzed to reduce the
right of way impact at and near the Capital Beltway interchange. It was
designed with an intention to assess a configuration similar to the "Do No
Harm" scenario, while also satisfying the federal requirements for logical
project termini, as well as maintaining the operational and safety goals of this
project. It assumes that the I-66/I-495 interchange will remain as-is under
existing conditions, and the express lanes along I-66 will terminate into an
open section (i.e., no physical separation between the proposed express
lanes and general purpose lanes) to the east of the Nutley Street
interchange. As suggested in the referenced "Do No Harm" scenario, the
open lane section would result in more than four miles of open weaving area,
from east of Route 123 to I-495, with no ability to manage traffic in the
express lanes beyond the proposed terminus in Fairfax. This configuration
would compromise the integrity of the entire express lanes system, eliminate
any connectivity with the existing express lanes on I-495 and HOV lanes on
I-66 inside the beltway, and violate the establishment of logical termini as
addressed in the Tier 1 EIS and Tier 2 Draft EA. The "Do No Harm"
configuration would also eliminate the viability of proposed express lanes
ramps to / from Route 123 and Vaden Drive, which would be critical for
transit connections at the Vienna Metro Station.
In response to question 1), the sources, methodology, and assumptions are
the same for the Open Section analysis as for all of the other analysis that
was completed for the Tier 2 EA. The final reports will reflect this clarification.
For question 2), the alternative did not pass the operational and safety
analysis criteria, so further studies were not conducted. Finally, for question
3), the latest design concept refinements to the Preferred Alternative reflect
continuing efforts to reduce impacts to the community.

8

The impact of the height of I-495N-GP to I-66W-GP ramp; because the
heights were not published until the October public meeting. We ask the
project team to look at alternatives to this newly proposed ramp due to its
significant horizontal and vertical impact that will be difficult, if not impossible,
to mitigate through sound walls alone. All communities surrounding the
interchange are affected by this 1 ramp.
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As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, through ongoing coordination with the
community, design concepts at interchanges continue to be refined to
minimize the project footprint and reduce the height of ramps. For example,
at the I-495 interchange, the project team developed a new alternative
(Alternative 2D), which has been incorporated in the Preferred Alternative.
The new alternative reduces the impacts to the Stenwood Elementary
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1. The ramp height at the Prichards Corner neighborhood at 17' is proposed
to be just above the current sound wall and because of the curvature of the
ramp would essentially mean that we will have headlights shining into our
2nd story bedrooms. With this being a General Purpose ramp with trucks
we are also concerned that the already illegal jake braking that goes on
today and screeches through our windows will be even further exacerbated
at this new height (and above the sound wall). Please note that other
neighborhoods may have similar issues, I am only familiar with this specific
spot.
2. The peak ramp height at 58' will change the landscape of all the
surrounding neighborhoods and noise will inevitably travel above and
beyond the sound walls that are protecting the interstate-adjacent homes
and will significantly affect noise, air quality, and property values for
communities miles from the interstate.
3. The ramp also significantly impacts the Pioneer Lane community of Falls
Church including the full taking of 3-4 homes.
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School and in the vicinity of Prichards Court and reduces the height of the
proposed I-66/I-495 interchange ramp.
An existing barrier is provided in the northwest quadrant of the I-495/I-66
interchange, and an evaluated barrier also in this quadrant was found to be
feasible and reasonable in the preliminary noise analysis. The preliminary
noise analysis does not identify any significant noise impacts. The noise
impact analysis will be updated during the design phase to reflect actual
designs of interchange ramps.
At this time, the Preferred Alternative is estimated to displace a total of 11
homes along the 25-mile-long corridor, 3 of which are located in the Pioneer
Lane community in the southeast quadrant of the I-495/I-66 interchange.
Given the dense residential and commercial development in this area, 3
homes would not be expected to result in a substantial loss of housing.
There are thousands of homes surrounding this area, and housing
replacement sites are available within the study area, in varying locations
and at an array of prices within the respective counties. VDOT has the ability
and, if necessary, is willing to provide housing of last resort, including the
purchase of land or dwellings; repair of existing dwellings to meet decent,
safe, and sanitary conditions; relocation or remodeling of dwellings
purchased by VDOT; or construction of new dwellings. Assurance is given
that all displaced families and individuals would be relocated to suitable
replacement housing, and that all replacement housing would be fair housing
available to all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin and would be within the financial means of the displacees. Each
person would be given sufficient time to negotiate for and obtain possession
of replacement housing. No residential occupants would be required to
move from property needed for the project until comparable decent, safe,
and sanitary replacement dwellings have been made available to them.
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My comments provided here pertain to the impact on Stenwood Elementary
School. The Preferred Alternative design (Alternative 2D) described in the I-66
Tier 2 Revised EA continues to have a significant impact on Stenwood
Elementary school, affecting property, environmental sustainability, student and
staff health and safety, and the quality of future educational programming both
during and after construction. The revised EA does not adequately address the
impacts on air quality, children's health and safety, and how the increased
noise in the school's vicinity will be properly abated. These should be fully
addressed before federal approval is considered so that the agency and
community can understand the true significance of the impact of this project on
the children.
The revised EA and presentation at the Fall public hearings give the impression
that the impacts to Stenwood Elementary have been (or will be) addressed. I
want to ensure that it is documented that the following concerns and impacts
remain:
1. Impacts to educational programming. Last summer, Fairfax County Public
School (FCPS) Superintendent Karen T. Garza and Providence District
school board member Patty Reed submitted the school system's formal
objection to the proposed widening of I-66 outside the beltway due to the
significant impacts on Stenwood Elementary School and stating that this
plan will impact the school's ability to meet FCPS' programmatic goals.
Follow up discussions with the FCPS Office of Design and Construction
note that the new plan (Alternative 2D) still "adversely affects the
functionality and sustainability of the property". Further evaluation of
alternatives is still needed.
2. Loss of property/tree line along the I-66 perimeter. This land taking
removes much of the mature tree line and vegetation on the property that
FCPS engineers have noted are necessary for the environmental
sustainability of the property. The tree line also provides a natural barrier
to the noise, air, and visual pollution of the adjacent interstate and
promotes the safety and privacy of the school grounds. If the tree line is
removed and a decision is made to replant/relocate the trees in an attempt
to preserve the sustainability of the property, additional land for educational
programming and potentially land protected by Section 4(f) for recreational
activities would be lost. It is important to note that the land proposed to be
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Responses to the detailed comments are numbered according to comment
number:
1. As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, through ongoing coordination with
the community, design concepts at interchanges continue to be refined
to minimize the project footprint and reduce the height of ramps. At the I495 interchange, Alternative 2D eliminates the impact to the recreational
facilities at the school (the baseball field and track). The existing noise
barrier at this location would be replaced to reduce noise levels. VDOT
will work with school and county officials to adequately compensate for
green space requirements, and there would be no impact to educational
programming.
2. Pursuant to FHWA’s Section 4(f) Policy Paper (July 2012), Section 4(f)
applies only to portions of the school property used for public park or
recreation purposes (e.g., baseball diamonds, soccer fields, playground
equipment, etc.) and not the entire campus. As indicated above, the
new alternative eliminates the impact to the recreational facilities at the
school (the baseball field and track) and therefore, the project will not
have a Section 4(f) use at the site. The existing noise barrier at this
location would be replaced to reduce noise levels and VDOT will work
with school and county officials to adequately compensate for green
space requirements.
Existing noise barriers that are taken down as part of the project will be
rebuilt in accordance with the following provisions in the Draft Project
Technical Requirements, as of March 14, 2016 (Section 3.2.8 Noise
Mitigation, Items R and S, among others):
R. The Developer shall construct the proposed sound barrier wall
prior to demolishing an existing sound barrier wall unless otherwise
approved by the Department. The Developer shall demonstrate that
the new sound barrier wall cannot be constructed without first
demolishing the existing sound barrier wall.
S. The Developer shall begin construction of new sound barrier
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3.

4.

5.

6.

taken is protected by a conservation easement stated within the property's
deed to ensure that this type of encroachment on the property would not be
allowed. This protective measure should be upheld.
Loss of tree line along Gallows Road. It is unclear from the design whether
the school's tree line and vegetation along Gallows Road would also be
removed. Notably, this land also supports the safety, privacy, and
sustainability needs of the property and is also protected by the
conservation casement mentioned previously. Measures should be taken
to avoid the loss of this vegetation and to address any
traffic/bicycle/pedestrian safety issues and sloping or grading issues by
mutually agreed upon means, such as a retaining wall, fencing, or other.
Impact of Gallows Road expansion on school entrance/egress. The
addition of 2 new lanes on Gallows Road is being included as part of the I66 project despite the fact that it will have zero impact on relieving
congestion on I-66 and that there are no data supporting the need for
additional road capacity. This road runs in front of Stenwood Elementary
and will make exiting the school's front parking lot even more dangerous
and difficult for students, teachers, staff, parents, and visitors to the school
than it currently is. It will also make the crosswalk at Cottage Street &
Gallows Road more dangerous for the schoolchildren walking to school.
Gallows Road is an already busy street where cars frequently exceed the
35 mph speed limit in front of the school. Adding more road capacity when
it is not needed will only increase the number of cars speeding by the
school and the bus stops on Gallows Road.
Impact to children's health and safety. In reference to the revised
environmental assessment report (4.3.5 Children's Health and SafetyPage 4-54)
• In order to understand the project impact on air quality, the report
should include any projected increases in NAAQS air quality standards
for all criteria pollutants (not just the statement that they are within
standards).
• The report should include potential impacts on childhood and adult
asthma rates and other respiratory conditions.
• The air quality performance analysis should be re-evaluated with the
preferred alternative design, not extrapolated from previous designs, to
understand the true impact.
Noise impacts. From the Environmental assessment: "Existing noise levels
along I-66 are relatively high, with considerable influences from heavy
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walls within sixty (60) days of the start of demolition of an existing
sound barrier wall or cutting of trees whichever occurs first, unless
otherwise approved by the Department. The Developer shall
complete construction of any new sound barrier wall intended to
replace an existing sound barrier wall or trees which were acting as
a screen for adjacent properties within 240 days from the start of
demolition of the existing sound barrier wall or cutting of trees
whichever occurs first, unless otherwise approved by the
Department.
3. The widening along Gallows Road would be to the east and the trees
and conservation easement on school property along the east side of the
parcel would not be disturbed.
4. The bridge over Gallows Road will need to be rebuilt as part of the
project to accommodate the improvements on I-66. Given that the
bridge will require reconstruction, it will be widened from two to three
lanes in each direction at that time in order to avoid reconstruction again
at a future time. Fairfax County’s Comprehensive Plan indicates that
Gallows Road should be six lanes from US 50 to Tysons. Geometric
design of the roadway elements will be completed in accordance with
the standards and specifications set forth for a minor arterial, which is
the functional classification of the roadway, unless a design exception or
design waiver is approved. The crossing will also include a shared use
path to better accommodate and improve safety for pedestrians and
bicyclists. All appropriate safety and warning devices would be
implemented as part of the project to protect the safety of school
attendees. Pedestrian crossing features would be included in the
designs for the school entrance and the Cottage Street intersection.
5. The project will not cause any increases in the NAAQS; the NAAQS are
established by EPA at levels to protect human health and welfare.
Primary standards set limits to protect public health, including the health
of at-risk populations such as people with pre-existing heart or lung
disease (such as asthmatics), children, and older adults. Secondary
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trucks and high traffic volumes". Given this, any proposals that would
further increase the noise in this region must be fully evaluated and
considered carefully. VDOT should be required to complete the full noise
impact studies before submitting the Tier 2 Environmental Assessment.
Noise impact has not been assessed for the CTB-approved Preferred
Alternative (only for earlier versions of the design). To understand noise
impact, the current design's noise impacts should be reported.
• VDOT's preliminary studies indicate that noise abatement is only
feasible and reasonable in less than half (30 of 67) of common noise
environments, comprised mostly of residential areas. This threshold is
far too low and the project should not be allowed to proceed with the
significant noise impact it will have on the surrounding environment,
communities and wildlife in the area.
• The report states that significant noise impacts will occur at 3 school
sites, including Stenwood Elementary, George G. Tyler Elementary,
and Providence Elementary. Marshall Road Elementary and Oakton
High School are also identified as schools within 500 feet of I-66. The
increased noise and construction will unavoidably impact the
educational programming and activities conducted at the school during
and after construction. The noise abatement plans should be part of
this report, not an afterthought.
7. Proposed I-66 parallel bicycle trail. The revised EA does not clearly state
that the planned location of the bicycle trail that will run along the I-66
corridor is to be positioned on the interstate side the sound wall as was
presented at the public hearings. This should be documented in the report.
Positioning on the private property side of the sound wall raises security
and safety concerns at Stenwood Elementary and the adjacent residential
properties.
8. Alternatives. At the October public hearings, VDOT designers informed
community members that it would be possible to work within the existing
sound wall barriers and negate the need to take school land (and that of
adjacent property owners). This would significantly reduce the
environmental impact of the project and should be incorporated into the
Preferred Alternative design before federal approval. If the project footprint
and environmental impact can be reduced, it should be done so as a
requirement and not reserved as an option for later.
9. Request for Further Evaluation and Possible Alternatives: We ask that the
project team continue to evaluate the extent of widening of I‐66 in the area
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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standards set limits to protect public welfare, including protection against
visibility impairment, damage to animals, crops, vegetation, and
buildings. The air quality assessment showed that the project would not
cause any violations of the NAAQS; therefore, the project would have no
adverse air quality effects on children’s health and safety. Details on the
air quality assessment can be found in the Air Quality Technical Report
located here:
http://outside.transform66.org/meetings/tier_2_draft_environmental_asse
ssment.asp. The Preferred Alternative is not sufficiently different from
the alternatives presented in the Tier 2 Draft EA and the Air Quality
Technical Report to warrant a separate analysis for the Preferred
Alternative.
6. The preliminary noise analysis that has been completed based on
conceptual plans is sufficient for decisionmakers to understand the
magnitude and locations of potential noise impacts, as well as the ability
to provide abatement of those impacts. No significant noise impacts
were identified. Furthermore, the Preferred Alternative is not sufficiently
different from the alternatives evaluated in the preliminary noise analysis
to substantially change the general outcome of the analysis. For
example, the horizontal alignment of the Preferred Alternative is largely
the same as that of the other alternatives, which all are within the
existing I-66 corridor. Therefore, the differences in distances between
the roadway and noise receptors for the different alternatives would be
minor. It would take a halving of distance between roadway and
receptor to effect a three-decibel increase in noise level, a change that is
barely perceptible to the human ear. The noise analysis will be updated
during final design and will be based on actual roadway design data. All
noise abatement provided as part of the project will be in accordance
with the State Noise Abatement Policy that was developed based upon
FHWA noise regulations (23 CFR 772) and which can be found here:
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/pr-noise-walls-about.asp Note that
the Draft Project Technical Requirements (as of March 14, 2016) include
a section on Construction Noise (Section 1.8.6 Construction Noise) to
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adjacent to the school property. In this particular segment of the project,
the design shows somewhere between 15 and 17 travel lanes/ramps (plus
the necessary clearance for the Metro). It is difficult to tell from the concept
design, but it appears that 5‐6 of these lanes are new HOT lanes and/or
HOT ramps that are being proposed as part of this project. We ask that
the designers/engineers look at this part of the design again to evaluate
whether this extensive number of lanes are truly needed and particularly
whether the merging of HOT to HOT ramps could happen sooner and/or
more efficiently to reduce the number of HOT lanes (and new concrete
added) in this area. Of note, the new lane created for the I‐495 northbound
HOT lane commuters to connect to the I‐66 westbound HOT lanes is worth
a closer look as it seems to provide an exclusive ride to these drivers for
several miles. Given that the traffic data/projections shared by the project
team indicated that this traffic flow represents one of the smallest
commuter groups being served by the interchange, one must question
whether the need exceeds the cost involved in land loss for the school and
several property owners. If a solution can be found here, it would
potentially negate the need to take any land from Stenwood Elementary
and the 15+ homes that run along I‐66 behind the school.
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Impact of Expansion of Gallows Bridge/Road (Based on Alternative 2D design
‐ June 15, 2015).
The expansion of Gallows Road continues to have a significant impact on the
community that has yet to be mitigated in any of the alternative designs that
have been presented. The project team has stated that Gallows Bridge must
be elongated in order to accommodate additional lanes on I‐66. However, it
remains unclear why the bridge must also be widened with additional costs
incurred as part of I‐66 project.
Concerns that have been raised in regard to the widening of Gallows
Bridge/Road include:
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minimize impacts during construction.
7. The Draft Project Technical Requirements, as of March 14, 2016
(Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and Shared Use Paths General, Item I)
include the following provision: The Developer shall design a shared
use path parallel to I-66. Where proposed noise barriers are to be
located near homes, the path shall be on the I-66 side of the noise
barrier. In addition a roadway barrier with fencing shall separate I-66
from the new pedestrian/bicycle facility.
8. Any statements regarding restricting the roadway widening to areas
within the existing sound walls and avoiding acquisition of school
property would have been in relation to the “do no harm” or “open
section” alternative, which is not an alternative considered to be
reasonable.
9. Comment noted. As the project proceeds into the design phase, efforts
to avoid and minimize impacts will continue, along with coordination with
project stakeholders through the project website, design public hearings,
and other outreach efforts.

Responses to the detailed comments are numbered according to comment
number:
1. At this time, the Preferred Alternative is estimated to displace a total of
11 homes along the 25-mile-long corridor, 5 of which are in the Dunn
Loring/Vienna area. There are thousands of homes surrounding this
area and Metro-accessibility from these other homes would not be
compromised by the displacements of the referenced homes in the Dunn
Loring community. Housing replacement sites are available within the
study area, in varying locations and at an array of prices within the
respective counties. VDOT has the ability and, if necessary, is willing to
provide housing of last resort, including the purchase of land or
dwellings; repair of existing dwellings to meet decent, safe, and sanitary
conditions; relocation or remodeling of dwellings purchased by VDOT; or
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1. Loss of 5 homes via eminent domain. Notably, these homes represent
some of the most affordable, metro accessible single family homes in the
Dunn Loring community. Several of these homeowners chose their homes
so that they could take the Metro to work and not contribute to the region’s
traffic congestion and yet, ironically, this transit‐friendly lifestyle is being
sacrificed to put more cars on the road.
2. Inducing traffic unnecessarily. Data have yet to be presented to support the
need for additional capacity on Gallows Road and there are great concerns
in the community about inducing traffic and bringing more cars to this road
as it runs right in front of our neighborhood elementary school (Stenwood
Elementary).
3. Questions about the long‐term plan for Gallows Road between Merrifield
and Tysons. It is our understanding that the widening of Gallows Road is
part of the Fairfax County 2040 Transportation Plan. However, the details
of this plan have yet to be brought forward and it remains unknown
whether the county will decide that capacity is needed for light rail or other
alternative transportation modes. With this uncertainty, there is a risk that
any work done in expanding Gallows Bridge/Road could be for naught and
tax dollars wasted if the County’s future plans do not match what is done
as part of the I‐66 project. It would be prudent to not take on the additional
cost and risk associated with expanding the road until further decisions are
made on the longer‐term transportation needs for the area.
4. Impact on Dunn Loring Metro station. In discussions with WMATA and
VDOT representatives, concerns have been raised about the impact that
the expansion of I‐66 and the Gallows Bridge would have on the Dunn
Loring Metro station but have yet to be addressed over the last 5+ months.
Concerns include (1) lack of sufficient space for expanding Gallows bridge
to 6 lanes without hitting existing metro station structures (the metro station
escalators would be impacted on one side and the station platform
skylights on the other); (2) lack of planning for a new location for the power
station which the current design requires to be moved (noting that the
relocation is limited by the newly build parking garage and other metro
structures); and (3) anticipated impact on Dunn Loring pedestrian access
to the metro station during construction of the bridge. These concerns will
impact the overall cost, risk, and timeline for the project and should be
addressed during this assessment phase in order to accurately estimate
the financial cost and feasibility for WMATA to comply with the state’s plan.

RESPONSE
construction of new dwellings. Assurance is given that all displaced
families and individuals would be relocated to suitable replacement
housing, and that all replacement housing would be fair housing
available to all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin and would be within the financial means of the displacees.
Each person would be given sufficient time to negotiate for and obtain
possession of replacement housing. No residential occupants would be
required to move from property needed for the project until comparable
decent, safe, and sanitary replacement dwellings have been made
available to them.
2. The I-66 project is not the reason for Gallows Road expansion; rather,
the widening is based on development plans and transportation needs
identified by the Fairfax County Department of Transportation. The
expansion of Gallows Road from four lanes to six lanes is identified in
the National Capital Region's 2014 Constrained Long Range Plan
(CLRP Project ID: VSF37A), and it was incorporated as a background
project during the development of the Tier 2 EA I-66 traffic forecasts, as
mandated by law. Because the Gallows Road bridge is proposed to be
reconstructed as part of the I-66 project, it is being configured such that
it could accommodate the future widening prescribed by the proposed
CLRP project in order to avoid further reconstruction and modifications.
3. Fairfax County’s Comprehensive Plan does indicate that Gallows Road
should be six lanes from US 50 to Tysons. There is no mention of light
rail in the corridor.
4. Issues regarding the Dunn Loring Metrorail station are or will be
addressed in the traffic management plan and/or the design phase.

Request for Further Evaluation and Possible Alternatives. We ask the project
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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planners to carefully evaluate whether the bridge truly must be widened as part
of the I‐66 project given these concerns and whether the I‐66 project should be
unduly burdened with these costs. If the planners decide this absolutely must
be done at this time, we ask that the project consider widening the bridge only
and not adding lanes to the road beyond the bridge for the time being. This
would at the very least allow the homes on Stenhouse Place to remain a part of
the community and would avoid adding more lanes of traffic to navigate across
in front of the school.
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Community quality of life during and after project construction. The Dunn
Loring‐Vienna‐Falls Church neighborhoods represent active and
well‐established communities that support the local, state, and federal
economy and governments through our work, taxes and expenditures in our
daily lives.
Our community, more so than any other, has been asked to sacrifice many
aspects of our quality of life for the state’s continued interstate megaprojects
and yet we stand to receive the least benefit from these projects. As
responsible and environmentally conscious citizens, we chose to live in this
community to minimize our footprint on the region and to spend more time in
our community and at home with our families instead of on the roads. We have
already endured years of major construction on the interchange as part of the
I‐495 megaproject, we now anticipate the same for the I‐66 Outside the
Beltway project, and we harbor fears of future interchange construction for I‐66
Inside the Beltway. These projects have caused significant stress and
sleepless nights for our families, with many fearing property loss and the future
impact on our neighborhoods (including anticipation of increased noise and the
ground shaking associated with construction and the longer term noise and air
quality deterioration impact on our health).
Given the hardships being placed on the residents living in the surrounding
neighborhoods, we ask that the following aspects of the project be considered
with this community’s best interests in mind:

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

Responses to the detailed comments are numbered according to comment
number:
1) Locations of feasible and reasonable noise walls were identified as part
of the noise analysis completed for the Tier 2 Draft EA. Preliminary
decisions regarding both recommended and non-recommended noise
barriers may change between the environmental document and final
design as a result of changes in the project design, design year traffic, or
the level of detail the design contained at the time of the preliminary
report. Final decisions on whether to provide noise abatement
measures would be made during the design stage of the project and
would take into account design feasibility, cost, and the opinions of
property owners impacted by the noise. Note that the Draft Project
Technical Requirements (as of March 14, 2016) include a section on
Construction Noise (Section 1.8.6 Construction Noise). In particular, Item
D indicates the following: Developer shall determine whether certain
portions of the Project that produce objectionable noise should be
restricted or prohibited between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. subject to
Department approval. If other hours are established by local ordinance,
the local ordinance shall govern.
2) As discussed in Section 3.4.3.9 of the Tier 2 Revised EA, to mitigate the
impacts from construction of the express lanes on I-66 from Haymarket
to I-495, an integrated Transportation Management Plan (TMP) has
been developed. The I-66 TMP provides an overarching technical and
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1. Noise abatement. While data are still being collected for the project’s noise
abatement study, it is clear from our present‐day living conditions that the
noise level at the I‐495/I‐66 interchange has increased year over year. The
major construction required and additional car volume that will result from
the I‐66 project will only further exacerbate the noise levels in our area. We
ask for continued discussion on measures that can be taken to address
this issue, including plans for sound barriers, ordinances for construction
noise and their enforcement, timing of construction, and other noise
abatement options.
• Sound Walls. Presently, there is a wide range in the quality of sound
barrier walls across the neighborhoods surrounding the interchange.
We ask that this be fully evaluated and that barriers of appropriate
height, quality and aesthetics be consistently applied throughout the
area that address both the projected noise increase and any visual
impact of the elevated ramps. Opportunities for noise
abatement/mitigation on the flyover ramps themselves (not just on the
neighborhood grounds) should also be considered. Furthermore,
natural barriers/tree lines that are already in place in many of the
neighborhoods, whether within or outside the State’s right of way,
should be retained.
• Construction Noise Timing. We realize that no timing is perfect, but we
ask that you please consider having the heaviest construction period in
this area during the summer months (and especially outside of school
testing periods). There are many children and schools in the
neighborhoods surrounding the interchange and consideration must be
taken to avoid distractions during school hours as well as the
importance of sleep for these children in the evening hours. Their
educational growth during these years of construction cannot be
compromised.
2. Respectfulness of Construction Timing, Logistics and Communication.
When the project reaches the stages of developing the timelines for
construction, we ask that our elected officials and members of the
community be involved and informed of the timing and impact on our daily
lives. The public should be made aware in advance of the construction
plans and timing for their area. Of particular importance, please note that
our neighborhoods rely heavily on access to the Metro and bicycle and
pedestrian paths for our daily livelihoods (getting to work, school and other
necessary errands). Construction on the Gallows Bridge must be carefully
planned to continually allow access to the Dunn Loring Metro station and
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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management framework through which VDOT and DRPT may effectively
implement transportation management strategies during construction.
The I-66 TMP will be responsive to the unique challenges of the I-66
corridor utilizing four broad strategy groups to achieve the TMP goals for
promoting safety and mobility, and informing the public during
construction. The four strategy groups are:
• Traffic Operations: Managing and operating the roadway during
construction to avoid or reduce situations that constrict vehicle
movement.
• Local Network Operations (LNO) strategies: monitoring, engineering
analysis, enforcement, and small-scale roadway improvements to
mitigate the traffic effects of construction on the arterial roadway
network proximate to construction in the corridor.
• TDM and transit strategies: programs and services aimed at
minimizing auto trips in the construction area
• Communications and public outreach: communications tools
dedicated to informing the public about construction conditions and
providing information about travel alternatives in the work zone.
The I-66 TMP is distinct from, although coordinated with, the projectbased maintenance of traffic (MOT) plan. The development approach
used to identify strategies for the I-66 TMP incorporated the input from
over 30 different transportation agencies and local jurisdictions.
3) Property to be acquired by VDOT for project right of way would be
purchased at fair market value as determined by qualified appraisers.
VDOT follows the requirements and procedures specified by federal and
state law. VDOT’s relocation agents would assist the displacees through
each step of the relocation process until the displacee has been
relocated to another suitable property. Please review VDOT’s “A Guide
for Property Owners and Tenants” located at
http://www.virginiadot.org/business/resources/property_owners2006.pdf
for more detailed information.
4) A shared-use path is proposed on the new Gallows Road overpass, and
it will be designed in accordance with the standards and specifications
for such facilities. The Draft Project Technical Requirements (as of
March 14, 2016) includes the following provision (Section 3.13.1
Sidewalks and Shared Use Paths General, Item F): The Developer shall
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its bus stops for residents on the other side of I‐66 throughout the duration
of construction. We ask that specific communication channels be put in
place (i.e., online and mailers) so that all are aware as to when to expect
construction noise to start, end, and peak and that a clear and transparent
process be put in place for reporting any infringements (which should come
with penalties to the project builder).
3. Exertion of the right of eminent domain. While we understand it is the
state’s legal right, we ask that the use of eminent domain be considered an
absolute last option in the decision for the preferred alternative for the
project and that our community’s property and quality of life remain intact.
However, should eminent domain action be necessary, we ask that this be
handled respectfully, with adequate notification and timing for the current
property owners, and in the best interest of the families affected, including
adequate budgeting for fair replacement value for the homes taken and
exceptional relocation services for these families. Furthermore, adequate
state, county and local budget provisions must be assured for properly
maintaining the new land acquired by the state, which has been a
challenge with other public properties in our neighborhoods. The
community should also be involved and kept informed about land use plans
for any newly acquired land that will not be used for transportation
purposes. Opportunities should be sought for developing green spaces and
outdoor recreational areas that mitigate losses in other parts of the
community.
4. Improvements to Gallows Bridge walkway. As noted earlier, the Dunn
Loring community is a very transit-oriented group of citizens with many
having chosen their homes in this area to have walkable access to
transportation, work, entertainment, and other amenities and who try to
have a minimal environmental footprint in their everyday lives. The Dunn
Loring Metro station is a crucial hub for our community and the Gallows
Bridge is our lifeline. Within the project’s plan to rebuild the Gallows Bridge,
we ask that the bridge walkway be developed to support this type of
community with a safe and modern design.
5. Opportunities for safer and improved traffic flow on Gallows Road. Many
residents in the area also travel by car on Gallows Road and have
experienced increasing frustration with the state of disrepair of the roads
caused by construction, particularly at the Metro station which has been
under construction for over a year. Furthermore, new traffic lights
throughout Merrifield have been added to support our new economic
centers, but little to no attention has been given to integrate them and to
Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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coordinate with the Department and local jurisdictions on the design,
maintenance of traffic and construction staging of the bicycle and
pedestrian facilities within the project limits.
5) See #2 above, in particular the Traffic Operations and LNO strategy
groups of the project TMP. During construction, all appropriate safety
and warning devices would be implemented to protect the safety of
school attendees. Construction management personnel would also
coordinate regularly with school staff to address issues during
construction. Pedestrian crossing features would be included in the
designs for the school entrance and the Cottage Street intersection.
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properly time the lights overall, causing unnecessary congestion.
Improvements to the road conditions and smarter traffic light management
would be very simple measures that could greatly improve the traffic flow
and our quality of life in the area. Furthermore, increasing traffic in our
area has created a dangerous intersection at the entry/exit of Stenwood
Elementary School (as mentioned earlier). It is concerning that we do not
have a proper school zone speed limit or even a crossguard in front of the
school where children walk to school and wait at bus stops, and where our
students, parents, and staff enter and exit the school every day. We ask for
an evaluation of the safety of this intersection with consideration as to
whether a sensor‐driven traffic light can be put in place to allow safe entry
and exit for the school, particularly during school hours. Improvements can
also be made to the Cottage Street traffic light to give more time and make
it safer for walkers to cross the intersection and for drivers on Cottage in
both directions to make left turns onto Gallows Road.
12

Thanks for information that the Revised EA is available for review and for the
link to electronic copy of it.

Comment noted.

13

Why do the speed limits change on I-66 (outside the beltway)? I am finding
this extremely dangerous!! When drivers see the change- they slam on their
breaks, rather than allowing their cars slow down gradually. Drivers behind me
tailgate - because they have no intention of slowing to the speed limit - and I
am holding them up. We are on a major highway and the speed limits go (from
Manassas) from 60 to 55 to 50 to 45 to 35.

The posted speed limit on I-66 within the project limits is 65 mph in Prince
William County, and it transitions to 55 mph in Fairfax County. The variable
speed limits shown on the overhead speed displays are part of the I-66
Active Traffic Management System (ATMS), which extends through
Arlington, Fairfax, and Prince William Counties from the Washington, DC line
to Route 29 in Gainesville. The system was launched in September 2015
and has improved safety and incident management and includes new sign
gantries between the Beltway and Route 29 in Centreville, shoulder and lane
control signs, speed displays, incident and queue detection, and increased
traffic camera coverage.
An ATM system continuously monitors traffic and roadway conditions and
supports rapid response to incidents and other on-the-road changes. The
system collects information on conditions using monitoring equipment, such
as vehicle detection sensors, closed-circuit television cameras, etc. It then
employs a host of automated tools to manage traffic conditions safely and
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optimize traffic flow. These tools include speed harmonization strategies,
which allow for dynamic reductions in speed limits as vehicles approach
areas of congestion, work zones, special events, etc. The use of electronic
signs is a key element of ATM – the signs are typically lane-specific and
closely spaced so that travelers can be almost constantly informed about
traffic conditions and be provided guidance on how best to proceed.

14

Requested map showing location of her house relative to the project.

Map was sent.

15

Unless I missed it, the Tier 2 Revised Environmental Assessment fails to
mention a significant heritage resource: The Centreville Historic District. This
assemblage of land and historic buildings date to pre-Civil War times and
constitute a known and documented heritage resource of mentioning within the
EA because of its proximity to the right of way of the VA 28 /I-66 interchange.

The Centreville Historic District, which is eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), was referenced in Table 4-13, page 4-67, of the Tier
2 Revised EA and also in the Architectural Survey of the Proposed I-66
Corridor Improvements, April 2015, that was prepared as part of the Tier 2
Draft EA. The historic district is located within the area of potential effects
(APE); however, the I-66 project will have no adverse effect on this (or any
other historic property). The Virginia Department of Historic Resources
(VDHR) concurred with this determination on December 2, 2015.

16

Support the inclusion of bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the I-66 corridor.
The parallel facility would be another “spoke” in the regional trail system.
Multimodal is the key. Please review and follow the recommendations from the
VOOT State Bicycle Policy Plan and the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors
Bicycle Master Plan.

Comment noted. The shared-use path is being designed consistent with the
2014 Fairfax County Bicycle Master Plan and will follow the
recommendations from the September 2011 VDOT State Bicycle Policy
Plan.

17

It would be wonderful if the shared-use trail could be extended to Haymarket.
An access point to Fair Oaks Mall would be great. There is plenty of land for
this. Local connector roads are over-engineered and the speeds are excessive
to feel safe for bicyclists. A good example is Random Hills Road or Fair Lakes
Parkway. The speed limit of 45 mph on Fair Lakes Parkway is much too high
and the same can be said for many roads in Fair Oaks.

As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA, incorporating a regional shared-use
path that ran parallel to the entire corridor would have required additional
right of way impacts to adjacent property owners; therefore, elements of the
design that can be constructed within the proposed or existing right of way of
the project will be constructed as part of the Preferred Alternative.
Improvements to adjacent roads will be built by others based on coordination
with the local governments.

18

It's unfortunate that the trail is going on the I-66 side of sound walls. I anticipate
that residents will want this to be reversed when they can't access the trail and

Comment noted. As indicated in the Draft Project Technical Requirements
as of March 14, 2016 (Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and Shared Use Paths
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thus their housing value is not raised nearly as much. I understand the political
difficulties there however.

General, Item I): Where proposed noise barriers are to be located near
homes, the path shall be on the I-66 side of the noise barrier. In addition a
roadway barrier with fencing shall separate I-66 from the new
pedestrian/bicycle facility.

19

The east end of the bike trails seems light on access. Cedar Lane and Dunn
Loring Metro should definitely have access points. It is difficult to tell from the
map but it is also essential that the east end of the bike trail have good access
to the bike lanes on Gallows Road which abruptly stop on the north side of
Cottage Street. This access will of course link the new trail with the W&OD trail.
While not a super bike friendly road, access to Gallows Road going south is
also important.

Comment noted. The Draft Project Technical Requirements (as of March 14,
2016) includes a section on access points (Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and
Shared Use Paths General, Item K) that indicates that they shall be provided
at approximately half mile increments. These locations may be co-located
with other access needs to reduce the breaks in the sound barriers. The
Developer shall coordinate with adjacent and nearby communities and local
jurisdictions regarding the locations and design of each access point.
Possible access points in the vicinity of 11 locations are listed in the
requirements, including Bushman Drive east of the tennis courts property,
Cedar Lane north side connection to I-66 parallel trail, and a connection to
the west bend of Yeonas Drive (west of Southside Park).

20

A trail that is similar in nature to the W&OD or Custis Trails would be OK. It
would need to be continuous, accessible to safe bicycling routes at multiple
locations along its length, and clearly separated from road traffic. All efforts
should be made to avoid having both cars and bicyclists on the same road
surface, including at intersections.

The shared-use trail would be for pedestrians and bicyclists only,

21

As VDOT noted in the October, 2015 public meetings, "New crossings of I-66
would better accommodate bicycle and pedestrians, connect routes."
However, there are no new crossings over I-66 in Prince William County. The
bike path to be constructed along Balls Ford Road on the south side of I-66 will
not allow access to the visitor center of Manassas Battlefield Park or the
adjacent campus of Northern Virginia Community College, on the north side of
I-66. The Route 234 Business interchange will remain usable by cars and
trucks, but no pedestrian or bike access will be allowed under I-66 for nearly
five miles between Compton Road and Groveton Road. This is not a
multimodal solution. At a minimum, Phase II should include plans to provide
bike/pedestrian access across I-66 near the Route 234 Business interchange.

The pedestrian/bicycle facilities identified on the conceptual plans were
initially based on Fairfax and Prince William County planning documents and
then refined in coordination with the counties. Locations where facilities
were not proposed by the counties during their planning process generally
were not included in this project.
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22

Support Metrorail; build Metrorail at same time.

At this time, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA),
the operator of the Metrorail system, is focusing on ensuring that equipment
and facilities are in a state of good repair, increasing system capacity by
purchasing and implementing eight-car trains across the system, and
improving core capacity. WMATA does not anticipate any extensions of the
system until these priority projects are completed. For more information, see
the Metro 2025 plan at http://www.wmata.com/momentum/2025.cfm.

23

Favors bike trail and more transit lanes and fewer car lanes. The future of our
great cities depends on transit, not cars.

As indicated in the Tier 2 Revised EA and the Transit and Transportation
Demand Management Technical Report, the Preferred Alternative includes a
number of transit elements to increase the availability and use of transit in
the I-66 corridor. A number of pedestrian and bicycle improvements also are
included.

24

Requesting assistance to see all of the bicycle proposal.

The alignment proposed as part of the Preferred Alternative is a combination
of a parallel facility and improvements to other roads adjacent to the project.
Locations of proposed shared-use paths and sidewalks in the project area
are shown on the Preferred Alternative concept plans that were presented at
the October 2015 public information meetings:
http://outside.transform66.org/meetings/october_public_information_meeting.
asp.

25

I speak in support of the widest possible bike trail. In fact, I have always
thought it should be two 'lanes' in each direction, one slow for walkers and one
faster for biking.

The shared-use path will be asphalt, 8 to 10 feet wide. Striping and lane
configuration will be determined during the design phase of the project.

26

I appreciate the very thorough EA that was provided. While I do support either
the 2B or preferred alternative, I would like to echo the sentiments that relying
on bus and metro transport options seems a little ridiculous. People want the
comfort of their own vehicles on the way to and from work, and also the
reliability of their vehicles.

Comment noted. Locations of feasible and reasonable noise walls were
identified as part of the noise analysis completed for the Tier 2 Draft EA.
Preliminary decisions regarding both recommended and non-recommended
noise barriers may change between the environmental document and final
design as a result of changes in the project design, design year traffic, or the
level of detail the design contained at the time of the preliminary report. Final
decisions on whether to provide noise abatement measures would be made
during the design stage of the project and would take into account design

People who live all the way out here aren't going to bike or walk to Metro or
Bus stops either--they're already starting their workday at 4 am or earlier just to
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bus or train is 15 minutes, tops. Also, fares for these modes of transport are far
more reasonable than Metro's crippling $10+ a day round trip, including
parking. It boggles my mind that anyone can even afford that type of commute.
However, I did like the suggestion of having busing specifically to take
commuters to designated employers. With frequent enough drop-offs and pickups, that just might work. People want to know that these modes of transport
are going to be reliable, and also that options will be available if they're running
early or late.

RESPONSE
feasibility, cost, and the opinions of property owners impacted by the noise.
It is VDOT’s intent to ensure that existing noise walls that need to be
demolished to accommodate the project are replaced as quickly as possible.
To this end, appropriate language is being included in the technical
requirements for the construction contractor.

I also feel any new Park & Ride Lots need to be built in Fauquier or Stafford
Counties, since that's where a lot of the traffic comes from on my end of 66---a
lot of people coming up from Fauquier and Stafford Counties start building up
the traffic before the people from PW or Fairfax Counties even get on the road.
Why should PW County have to sacrifice land so that people from neighboring
counties with a lower tax rate can park on it?
It is also a concern that adding in extra HOV and toll lanes will push some
drivers onto our already busy state routes, such as 15, 29, 234, and Wellington
Road for example.
Lastly, I am also concerned with the noise pollution of this expansion on 66--I
live in the Heathcote Commons Development, where we back up to 66. We're
already waiting for a sound barrier and have to deal with disruptions from road
crews working on the Catharpin Road overpass, and now we are looking at
potentially years of disruptions with these new lanes being built. It is very
stressful trying to sleep at night with outside noise that can't be eliminated,
especially as a public school teacher with Crohn's Disease. I have enough
struggles keeping my life stress-free without dealing with sleepless nights due
to road construction disruptions. Obviously there is no solution to this problem
that will please everyone, but I appreciate being able to voice my concerns
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about the project.
27

The draft Tier 2 Environmental Assessment does not address how the project
will impact the air quality of bicycle and pedestrian trail users. Consider adding
the statement “To improve the air quality of pedestrians and bicyclists,
wherever possible, VDOT will locate the bicycle and pedestrian trail within the
VDOT right of way on the “outside” of the sound wall -- as far from the traffic as
possible.”
Research published on December 11, 2014, by Science for Environment Policy
of the European Commission entitled “Wider Gaps between Cycle Paths and
Traffic Reduce Active Commuters’ Air Pollution Dose” [1] concluded that
“even a small increase in distances from the road-centre can substantially
reduce the dose of pollution received.”

As indicated in the Draft Project Technical Requirements as of March 14,
2016 (Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and Shared Use Paths General, Item I):
Where proposed noise barriers are to be located near homes, the path shall
be on the I-66 side of the noise barrier. Originally, the trail was located
behind the noise barriers on the concept plans, but many comments from
homeowners expressed safety concerns that this provided easy access from
the trail to homes along the corridor. After discussions with the stakeholders,
Fairfax County, and FHWA, it was decided to address these concerns by
shifting the trail to be inside the noise wall. The relocation was better
received by the public.
The Tier 2 Draft EA addressed the potential impact of the project on air
quality in all areas of the project corridor, and this includes the bicycle and
pedestrian trails. Consistent with federal requirements, the air study
evaluated the potential impact of the project on carbon monoxide (CO), fine
particulate matter (PM2.5), and mobile source air toxics (MSAT). The CO
analysis evaluated the worst-case locations within the project corridor and
found that peak CO concentrations would remain well-below EPA’s CO
standards. Since worst-case locations were analyzed, it is assumed that all
other locations within the project corridor would also remain well-below the
CO standards.
Based on FHWA guidance and the forecast total traffic volumes for I-66, this
project is categorized as one with high potential effects for MSATs, which
includes the following pollutants: acrolein, benzene, 1,3 butadiene, diesel
particulate matter, formaldehyde, naphthalene, and polycyclic organic
matter. A detailed quantitative assessment following FHWA guidance was
therefore conducted for the project to assess the potential impacts for
MSATs. The assessment shows that there would be no long-term adverse
impacts associated with Build scenarios, and that future MSAT emissions
across the entire project corridor would be significantly below today’s levels,
even after accounting for projected VMT growth.
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Last, the project was found to not be one of air quality concern for PM2.5,
mainly because it will not have a significant impact on diesel truck traffic (the
main contributor to PM2.5). In addition, all of the PM2.5 air quality monitors in
the region are in compliance with EPA standards. A copy of the air quality
analysis can be accessed at:
http://outside.transform66.org/meetings/tier_2_draft_environmental_assessm
ent.asp.
28

Including the following points in the final documents will further show that the
project is environmentally sound: Adjoining properties should be provided
access points and appropriate way-finding signs as frequently as possible, but
in no case less than every one-half mile. When a sound wall is present, the
opening should be as small as possible so the effectiveness of the barrier will
not be degraded. In unusually sensitive locations, a small access door with a
sign saying “please close the door to keep our neighborhood quite” will be
installed.

The Draft Project Technical Requirements (as of March 14, 2016) includes a
section on access points (Section 3.13.1 Sidewalks and Shared Use Paths
General, Item K) that indicates that they shall be provided at approximately
half mile increments. These locations may be co-located with other access
needs to reduce the breaks in the sound barriers. The Developer shall
coordinate with adjacent and nearby communities and local jurisdictions
regarding the locations and design of each access point. Possible access
points in the vicinity of 11 locations are listed in the requirements.
Item L in the requirements indicates that mile marker and wayfinding signs
shall be incorporated into the design.
The VDOT State Noise Abatement Policy can be found here:
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/pr-noise-walls-about.asp. The process by
which a noise wall is implemented as part of a roadway project is outlined on
this website.

29

To ensure the trail will not adversely impact water quality and require excessive
maintenance, the trail should be paved with a hard surface, not crushed stone.

As indicated in Item G of Section 3.13.1 of the Draft Project Technical
Requirements (as of March 14, 2016), concrete and asphalt pavement
designs will be used for sidewalks and shared use paths. The shared-use
path will be 10 feet wide (Item J). Striping and lane configuration will be
determined during the design phase of the project.

30

Informed bicyclists from the Fairfax Alliance for Better Bicycling should be
consulted throughout the life of the project so the views of experienced

Comment noted. As the project moves into detailed design, additional
opportunities will be available for public review and comment, including
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bicyclists can inform the design and transportation decision-making process.

design public hearings.

31

Has VDOT evaluated the impact on transit use and mode share that would
result from a decision to invest in highways first and transit second, as
compared to a decision to invest in transit first and highways second?

The Preferred Alternative includes a number of transit elements that will
enhance the accessibility and utilization of transit services in the I-66
corridor. At the same time, highway improvements are included that will
increase capacity and facilitate and complement transit services.

32

The US FTA reports estimated BRT capacity (passengers / hr) as high as
27,900, equivalent to 83,700 in a three hour period. This is fifteen time greater
than the maximum three hour carry ability used in the Tier 1 report. Please
explain the difference.

The analysis prepared for the Tier 1 EIS, with participation and reviews by
the Cooperating and Participating Agencies (including the Federal Transit
Administration), was based on characteristics of the I-66 Corridor, Northern
Virginia, and the Washington region as a whole. The study team developed
estimates of the carry ability of various modes within the corridor; the carry
ability (discussed in detail in the Concept Development Technical Working
Paper – June 13, 2012) is based on many measures, including capacity,
hourly demand curves, vehicle occupancy, directionality and peaking, vehicle
mix, physical features, demand variables, as well as transit vehicle size,
loads, and headways. The carry ability was developed to be a realistic
estimate of what the various facility types and modes could carry; a range of
scenarios, including both a “reach” scenario (pushing the limits of current
transit mode shares and supporting infrastructure) and a “maximum”
scenario, which reflected the upper limits of usage based on facility/train/bus
sizes.
It is important to recognize the distinction between carry ability as described
in the Tier 1 EIS and BRT capacity, which is the basis of the numbers cited
in the comment. The cited numbers are included in the Federal Transit
Administration’s August 2004 publication, Characteristics of Bus Rapid
Transit for Decision-Making. In Exhibit 3-22 of this FTA document, the BRT
systems cited are located in Brazil (Belo Horizonte and Sao Paulo); these
are very robust systems that include designated lanes with overlapping
routes, passing at stations, and express routes. They are also located in
areas with higher densities than Northern Virginia that are also characterized
by a culture of transit usage that is not typical of Northern Virginia. The BRT
concept assumed for the Tier 1 EIS is based on a BRT system that would be
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located within the existing freeway, have a limited number of stations, and
match the travel characteristics of the Northern Virginia study area (albeit
assuming the “reach” and “maximum” scenarios described above).
It is also important to note that, while the FTA Characteristics of Bus Rapid
Transit for Decision-Making document cites estimated “practical capacity” as
high as 27,900 vehicles per hour on the two systems in Brazil (the “practical
capacity” range is from 14,900 to 27,900 passengers per hour), the actual
measured passenger flows on these systems is between 15,800 and 20,300
passengers per hour. These passenger flows are on approximately 220
transit vehicles per hour; the Tier 1 EIS assumed a scenario, judged more
realistic for the region (with reviews by the relevant Cooperating and
Participating Agencies), of two-bus units with 6-minute headways (10 units
per hour).

33

Please provide an estimate of the volume and mode share for the modes
discussed in the Environmental Assessment (drive alone, carpool, bus, rail,
bike / walk, other, work from home) currently and in the years covered by the
study.

The project team has developed mode share information in terms of
"persons moved", which is shown in Figures 3-20 and 3-21 in the Tier 2
Revised EA.

34

In any area where there will be vegetation, will you be applying the Federal
Government’s Pollinator-Friendly Best Management Practices? If not, I urge
you to do so.

Comment noted. Pollinator-friendly best management practices for
highways were guidelines established by the Federal Highway
Administration for State DOTs. In 2014, VDOT developed and implemented
a Pollinator Habitat Program (PHP) to create naturalized areas planted with
nectar and pollinator species. During 2014, the pilot program year, four plots
were planted in the Northern Virginia District, three at park & rides and one
at the Safety Rest Area on southbound I-95 at Dale City. In 2015, a large
meadow area was planted at the Safety Rest Area on northbound I-95 at
Dale City. Plans are to take the PHP statewide, focusing on naturalized
gardens and meadows at state rest areas for the next year, with the eventual
development of statewide guidance for the establishment of pollinatorfriendly habit on VDOT construction projects.

35

Can you please confirm the deadline for comments on the revised EA? The

The comment deadline for the Tier 2 Revised Environmental Assessment
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public notice says Feb 4th but the Outside the Beltway project home page says
Feb 9th. Thank you.

was extended to February 9, 2016, due to the snow storm that started
Friday, January 22, 2016.

36

I am extremely disappointed in the short shrift given to public comments
opposing the state's proposal to institute high tolls for extended 4 hour periods
in the mornings and evenings in both directions of travel on I-66, and to have
an outside firm collect and I assume keep a significant share of the revenues.
Very shortly after the public meeting in Falls Church a month or so ago, the
decision to proceed with the tolls and private collection was made, despite a
majority of folks at the hearing opposing both the tolls and the private
collection. I encourage VDOT to reconsider the toll aspects of the InsideOutside projects and to give the public comments a much fairer consideration
and response. Ideally, VOOT should withdraw the idea of tolls altogether and
instead enforce the current HOV-2 requirement in the primary rush hour
direction. As I noted in my testimony at the public hearing, even with lax
enforcement of the HOV-2 requirement, traffic on I-66 currently runs fairly
smoothly, and when it backs up drivers use alternative routes.

On I-66 outside the Beltway, the managed lanes will be in operation 24 hours
a day in both directions, with HOV traveling for free and SOV paying a
variable toll depending on congestion levels in the corridor, similar to the
Capital Beltway Express Lanes.

37

I just wanted to chime in to say how happy I am with the proposed plan to fix
66. The only thing I dislike about the proposed plan is that it is not happening
quickly enough. Please stop giving hybrids a free pass to drive on 66 during
rush hour. The hybrid exception has been completely abused, in my opinion.

Comment noted.

38

The project may result in compensation events that would prevent extension of
Orange Line. Forethought and future impacts to transportation were not
considered.

The I-66 Corridor Improvements Project will be privately financed under a
partnership between VDOT and the private sector (“Concessionaire”) under
the Public-Private Transportation Act (PPTA). The Commonwealth has
incorporated dedicated transit funding in the Draft Comprehensive
Agreement as a major business term that states that the Concessionaire will
be responsible for funding transit services according to a defined 46-year
payment schedule. These dedicated transit funds provided by the
Concessionaire would be used for capital and operating expenses
associated with new transit services planned by the Commonwealth. Shortand mid-term transit investments need to be made to accommodate the
regional growth and demand for the I-66 corridor and will be implemented
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through these dedicated transit funds. The draft Comprehensive Agreement
provides that the opening of an expansion of the Orange Line for operations
within the project corridor encompassing the express lanes would be a
compensation event only if it occurs within the 10 years following the
Agreement Year in which the Project Completion Date occurs.

39

I'm concerned about increased noise, construction of a flyover ramp visible
from my home, and the illogic of expanding 66 near my home when it won't be
expanded in Arlington County. I also am concerned about the impact of this
project on the Dunn Loring Metro Station and whether we will lose access for
any period of time. I agree with those advocating a solution within the current
footprint of 66.

The actual heights of proposed flyovers will be determined during the design
phase. An updated noise analysis will be prepared on the final design and
will take the actual heights into account when assessing noise impacts and
potential noise abatement measures. Access to Dunn Loring Metro Station
will be maintained during construction.

40

Without full communication with the potential displaced residents, offering
complete displacement solutions, how can VDOT announce the "displacees
can be successfully relocated in accordance with federal relocation
requirements". It is absolutely irresponsible and unfair to simply use eminent
domain to displace residents without exhausting all effort to minimize the
residential impact. I, as one of the 11 identified residential displacements,
would completely disagree the eminent domain arrangement. The houses to be
displaced in Dunn Loring are unique and irreplaceable with "just
compensation". Because the houses are:
1. in very transit-oriented neighborhood (0.1 mile from Dunn Loring Metro
station)
2. in near perfect 9-9·9 school district. (Stenwood Elementary, Thoreau Middle,
Marshall High all score 9 out of 10 by GreatSchools.)
3. elderly friendly with bedrooms/bathrooms on the ground floor
4. 0.1 miles walk to shops and restaurants
5. single family house with private yard in a safe cul-de-sac neighborhood
6. low crime rate at 0.49/1,000 residents compared to 1.96/1,000 for Virginia
avg.

Housing replacement sites are available within the study area, in varying
locations and at an array of prices. VDOT has the ability and, if necessary,
is willing to provide housing of last resort, including the purchase of land or
dwellings; repair of existing dwellings to meet decent, safe, and sanitary
conditions; relocation or remodeling of dwellings purchased by VDOT; or
construction of new dwellings. Assurance is given that all displaced families
and individuals would be relocated to suitable replacement housing, and that
all replacement housing would be fair housing available to all persons
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin and would be
within the financial means of the displacees. Each person would be given
sufficient time to negotiate for and obtain possession of replacement
housing. No residential occupants would be required to move from property
needed for the project until comparable decent, safe, and sanitary
replacement dwellings have been made available to them.

41

"There would be no disproportionately high or adverse environmental effects
on minority or low income populations." All of the five residential

The environmental justice analysis is based on population data at the census
tract level, not at an individual homeowner level. Census tract 4606, where
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displacements in Dunn Loring are occupied by the elderly, minority and/or low
income populations.

the referenced homes are located, was not identified as having a minority
population based on the criteria and methodology explained in the Tier 2
Revised EA and the Socioeconomics and Land Use Technical
Memorandum. As reported in the Tier 2 Revised EA, the Preferred
Alternative would have no disproportionately high and adverse impacts to
minority populations. Additionally, as explained in the Tier 2 Revised EA, all
displaced homeowners and rental occupants would be relocated to suitable
replacement housing in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended.

42

"Potential/long-term effects include increases in impervious surfaces, increases
in traffic volumes, and consequent increases in pollutants washed from the
road surface into receiving water bodies. Increases in impervious surfaces can
potentially increase storm water flows, thus increasing sedimentation and
turbidity problems in benthic impaired waters such as Big Rocky Run, Little
Rocky Run, Bull Run, and Accotink Creek." The EA mentions mitigations to the
previous will be stormwater management, but this conflicts with earlier analysis
that much of the management will be grandfathered. Our community has
proposed the use of "Underground Stormwater Management". There is no
study about it in the EA. There is no other study for mitigating the stormwater
impact to the environment.

The grandfathering provisions do not eliminate VDOT’s obligations to provide
for stormwater management. Rather, the provisions require adherence to
the technical criteria under Part IIC of the Virginia Stormwater Management
Program (VSMP) regulations (9VAC25-870-48.B.1). The criteria contain a
number of requirements dealing with quantity and quality of stormwater
runoff. A detailed stormwater management plan will be developed during the
design phase.

43

"According to NRCS, no prime or statewide important farmland exists in the
project area due to the fact that the project area is committed to urban uses.
There are no agricultural or forestal districts within the project area." Loss of
118 acres of wooded areas, 60 acres of floodplains, 30 acres of wetlands, 106
streams will significantly impact our water and air quality and displace wildlife.
Also, less than half of the projected new noise impacts will be addressed. How
many trees are consider as forestal district? Is the city of Vienna (Tree city
USA) considered as one?

Chapter 4, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences,
describes the environmental impacts of the project. Based on the analyses
of the intensity of those impacts, the impacts would not be significant.
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Agricultural and forestal districts are properties designated as such by local
governments under the Virginia Agricultural and Forestal Districts Act (VA
Code § 15.2-4300. A district is voluntary – it is initiated by a landowner or
group of landowners as a mutual undertaking with local government. By
establishing a District, property owners agree not to convert their farm,
forestland, and other open space to more intense commercial, industrial, or
residential uses for a term of four to 10 years. In return, the county and the
Commonwealth agree not to take actions or make infrastructure investments
that will place increased pressure on landowners to convert land in the
district to more intense land uses during the term of the District. Designation
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of forestall districts is not based on the number of trees on the properties.
The Town of Vienna is not a forestal district.

44

The proposal ignores viable alternatives that would reduce the project footprint
and environmental impact and induces traffic on ancillary roads and
neighborhoods. Our community group "Save Dunn Loring" has notified VDOT
many times that widening Gallows Road has no relation to solving I-66 traffic.
The failure of I-495 Express lanes have caused the traffic to re-route to
Gallows Road as a bypass to/from Tyson Corner from the south. Tunneling
more traffic to Gallows Road through this very residential neighborhood has
brought tremendous danger to thousands of school kids and walking/biking
commuters in Dunn Loring/Vienna every day.

The bridge over Gallows Road will need to be rebuilt as part of the project to
accommodate the improvements on I-66. Given that the bridge will require
reconstruction, it will be widened from two to three lanes in each direction at
that time in order to avoid reconstruction again at a future time. Fairfax
County’s Comprehensive Plan indicates that Gallows Road is planned for
widening to six lanes from Arlington Boulevard (US 50) to Tysons Corner.
Geometric design of the roadway elements will be completed in accordance
with the standards and specifications set forth for a minor arterial, which is
the functional classification of the roadway, unless a design exception or
design waiver is approved. The crossing will also include a shared use path
to better accommodate and improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.

45

Ramps that extend over the sound walls need to be addressed, since the noise
pollution generated would travel for miles.

The noise analysis will be updated during final design of the Preferred
Alternative. Noise abatement analysis will include potential noise barriers on
elevated ramps if necessary and appropriate.

46

Instead of tearing up work that was just recently completed, why not build a bus
lane, the parking lots further out on 66, and fix the bottlenecks? What the public
REALLY wants is metro extended sooner than later.

A phased approach is being taken for the implementation of the Preferred
Alternative to make efficient use of existing infrastructure. Phase 1 would
provide express lanes for 22 of the project’s 25 miles, from I-495 to
University Boulevard in Gainesville. At University Boulevard, the express
lanes would transition to a traditional HOV lane in each direction between US
29 at Gainesville and US 15 in Haymarket, which is currently under
construction as part of a separate I-66 Widening Project. The express lanes
will serve expanded transit services in the corridor; four park-and-ride lots
(Monument Drive, Balls Ford Road, Cushing Road/Route 234, and University
Boulevard) are included as part of the Preferred Alternative; and many of the
proposed interchange improvements fix the chokepoints/bottlenecks in the
corridor. The Preferred Alternative provides space in the median along the
corridor for future dedicated transit.

47

Read recently that Transurban makes over 200k/day in tolls. Too bad that

The private sector Concessionaire to be selected to develop the project may

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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money can't stay in Virginia instead of heading back to Australia.

make a profit on the toll revenue, however, the toll revenue also will be
instrumental in funding the construction of the project, which could not
otherwise be funded from currently available funds. A portion of the revenue
also would go toward operation and maintenance of the facilities to be
constructed. Finally, dedicated transit funding on a defined 46-year payment
schedule also would come out of the toll revenue. These dedicated transit
funds provided by the Concessionaire would be used for capital and
operating expenses associated with new transit services planned by the
Commonwealth.

I feel that VDOT has ignored or dismissed comments received from the public
in June and has used its revision to suppress suggestions and concerns for the
Federal Highway Administration. At the public meetings, many commenters
expressed concern that their voices have not and will not be taken into
consideration. They were afraid that VDOT had completed their plan for the
project before any input was sought from the public, and that the required
period for comment was just for show. This revised Environmental Assessment
demonstrates that public concerns and ideas have in fact been dismissed or
ignored.

All public comments received at the May/June public hearings were
considered and the substantive comments addressed in Appendix E of the
Tier 2 Revised EA. Because the comments were voluminous, they were
summarized rather than repeated verbatim. Additionally, because a large
number of the comments were identical or very similar, they were
categorized to facilitate the analysis of comments and to better organize the
responses to them.

The nearest air quality sensors to the I-66/I-495 interchange are near Lee
District Park and Aurora Hills In Arlington. Since car emissions and road

The project was found to not be one of air quality concern for fine particulate
matter (PM2.5), mainly because it will not have a significant impact on diesel

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA

As indicated in Chapter 5, Comments and Coordination, of the Tier 2
Revised EA, VDOT, in cooperation with DRPT and FHWA, has coordinated
extensively with local, state, and federal agencies and jurisdictions
throughout the I-66 Corridor Improvements environmental review process,
beginning during the Tier 1 study and continuing throughout this Tier 2 study.
VDOT also has conducted an inclusive public involvement program. The
input received throughout the process has been incorporated in the
environmental studies as well as in the development of the alternatives. The
Preferred Alternative is a combination of Alternatives 2A and 2B with the
choosing of less impactful sections and refinements that have reduced
impacts. As the project proceeds into the design phase, these efforts will
continue, along with coordination with project stakeholders through the
project website, design public hearings, and other outreach efforts.
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construction create harmful air pollution fine particles a fraction of the size of a
human hair, the proposed preferred alternative tear down and rebuild of just
(2012) completed ramps at the I-495/I-66 interchange and the number of cars
sitting in the reduced general purpose lanes on I-66 will multiply these fine
particles and degrade air quality very close to two elementary schools and the
new Mosaic/Halstead Urban Community. To protect these children and citizens
the air quality must be measured at and remain below limits at the I-495/I-66
intersection. Before this project is pronounced environmentally sound air quality
must be measured at this intersection.

truck traffic (the main contributor to PM2.5). In addition, all of the PM2.5 air
quality monitors in the region show compliance with EPA standards. A copy
of the air quality analysis can be accessed at:
http://outside.transform66.org/meetings/tier_2_draft_environmental_assessm
ent.asp.

50

The lack of specificity in response to the use of 10-foot lanes for local roads
(e.g., Cedar Lane and Gallows Road) crossing I-66 is concerning. Stating that
VDOT will follow the standards is a non-response because 10-foot lanes are
part of the standards. The inference I take from the response is that VDOT has
placed greater priority on speed-though not throughput-than on safety. Wider
lanes encourage speeding, hence increase the risk to other drivers, cyclists,
and pedestrians.

Geometric design of the roadway elements will be completed in accordance
with the standards and specifications set forth for the functional
classifications of each roadway, unless a design exception or design waiver
is approved. Both Gallows Road and Cedar Lane are classified as minor
arterials (http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/fxn_class/maps.asp), and
according to the VDOT Road Design Manual, lane widths for this roadway
classification would be 11 feet or 12 feet, based on the design speed,
proximity to interchange (lane width to be 12 feet at interchanges), and
percent buses and trucks (where heavy truck volume [equal to or greater
than 10%] or bus traffic is anticipated, the 12-foot width should be
considered).

51

VDOT has an opportunity to right legacy stormwater issues along I-66, as well
as fully offset the new stormwater burden imposed on the communities along
the project. I urge VDOT to adopt as many of the volume reduction approaches
as feasible from the NCHRP Report 802
(http://ontineoubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchro/nchrp rot 802.odf). These
engineering solutions allow VDOT to retain stormwater within the cartway and
in the unpaved portions of its ROW. Use of permeable shoulder lanes should
be included in the scope of work, especially because VDOT can require the
concessionaire to manage the upkeep of the pervious pavement (i.e., VDOT
can delegate responsibility for the purchase or rental of a vactor truck to the
managed lane operator). As previously mentioned in other comments to VDOT,
chemical stabilization of the soil subgrade with lime and Type C fly ash enables

As stated previously, all applicable stormwater management requirements
will be addressed during the design of the project.
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the construction of permeable shoulder lanes. Therefore, this stormwater
technique faces no engineering challenges. Citizens living along the project
alignment deserve the highest quality stormwater management. VDOT should
commit to employing leading edge engineering and apply best practices.
52

Considering that the project somehow scored a 100 on the multimodal access
category for the HB2 process, it is risible that there are no dedicated funding
sources, implementing agency, or regional transit service provided detailed in
the project plan. Managed lanes do not in and of themselves equate to
multimodalism as the project self-promotes.

The project will implement a combination of new or expanded corridorfocused transit services in conjunction with the express lanes, as outlined in
the Tier 2 Revised EA and the Transit/TDM Technical Report. In addition,
four park-and-ride lots (Monument Drive, Balls Ford Road, Cushing
Road/Route 234, University Boulevard) are included as part of the Preferred
Alternative. Finally, the project will be privately financed under a partnership
between VDOT and the private sector (“Concessionaire”) under the PublicPrivate Transportation Act (PPTA). The Commonwealth has incorporated
dedicated transit funding in the Draft Comprehensive Agreement as a major
business term that states that the Concessionaire will be responsible for
funding transit services according to a defined 46-year payment schedule.
These dedicated transit funds provided by the Concessionaire would be
used for transit capital and operating expenses.

53

I continue to be dismayed by the lack of modeling for induced travel (induced
demand). Without adequate consideration of this inevitability, VDOT will
present the citizens of the Commonwealth with congestion within a short time
after the project's completion. Similarly, an absence of modeling for induced
travel means that VDOT is over-designing its facilities. Of course, the whole
concept of building capacity in metropolitan areas to reduce congestion flies in
the face of research by Downs, Duranton & Turner, and the Victoria Transport
Policy Institute (also, see the Katy Highway in Texas).

The induced demand and patterns have been captured through the use of
the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) travel
demand model (which incorporates projected land use in the region and
future planned transportation projects). The comparison between the NoBuild and Build scenarios clearly shows the increase in demand and also
reflects the anticipated diversion/shift in traffic resulting from unserved
demand in the existing and No-Build scenarios. Please refer to the
Transportation Technical Report, Chapter 6. Background Transportation
Projects and Land Use, and the Interchange Justification Report, Chapter 8,
Traffic Volumes, for travel demand modeling methodology and assumptions.

Responses to Comments on Tier 2 Revised EA
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It is not reasonable if some existing noise barriers are taken down and not
rebuilt. It is also not reasonable that only 45% of noise environments would be
cared for using noise barriers. What about the rest of the 55%?

RESPONSE
Existing noise barriers that are taken down as part of the project will be
rebuilt in accordance with the following provisions in the Draft Project
Technical Requirements, as of March 14, 2016 (Section 3.2.8 Noise
Mitigation, Items R and S, among others):
R. The Developer shall construct the proposed sound barrier wall prior to
demolishing an existing sound barrier wall unless otherwise approved by
the Department. The Developer shall demonstrate that the new sound
barrier wall cannot be constructed without first demolishing the existing
sound barrier wall.
S. The Developer shall begin construction of new sound barrier walls
within sixty (60) days of the start of demolition of an existing sound barrier
wall or cutting of trees whichever occurs first, unless otherwise approved
by the Department. The Developer shall complete construction of any
new sound barrier wall intended to replace an existing sound barrier wall
or trees which were acting as a screen for adjacent properties within 240
days from the start of demolition of the existing sound barrier wall or
cutting of trees whichever occurs first, unless otherwise approved by the
Department.
Final decisions on additional noise barriers would not be made until the
final design noise analysis is completed during the design phase of the
project.

55

Petition from 257 local residents to preserve the tree area and noise barrier
along Stenwood Elementary School property. Additionally, comments
expressed community and environmental impacts to Dunn Loring; noise and
traffic impacts during construction; and opposition to toll lanes.

The existing noise barrier along the Stenwood Elementary School property
will be replaced; see response to comment above.
See response to #11 regarding Dunn Loring community.
The three general purpose lanes that are available on I-66 today will
continue to be available once the project is complete. The existing HOV
lane, together with an additional lane that will be constructed along the
corridor, will be converted to express lanes, within which HOV-3+ will
continue to travel for free. A toll would only be imposed on non-HOV-3+
vehicles in the express lanes.
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